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HAVE

YOU EVER
HEARD...?
MICHAEL
JACKSON

And O.J.? THE “bloody gloves” DO NOT FIT O.J.!! Now, on the spur of the
moment, a JEWISH businessman “sworn on the Kol Nidre to LIE” swears that the
gloves, after four years of use in sun and rain, snow and tire fixing in the New York

Am I nuts over Michael Jackson’s idiotic performances? NObut have you ever heard of anything so silly as having the ADL and
Jewish Leagues cry “foul”, “anti-Semitic”, “hate-monger”, and
“bigot” because the man(??) wrote and sang a song asking FOR
PEACE, NON-VIOLENCE, LOVE AND RESPECT FOR ALL
WITHOUT BIGOTRY?
Now, at the very least, Michael has to write a retraction and
explanation of his song’s MEANING? In the first place you can’t
HEAR the words; but more appropriately, the words ACTUALLY
are most PRO-Jewish.
This, after Jews falsely accused him of
molesting one of “theirs”, cost him a career, cost him millions of
dollars, his “case”, and now are publicly causing him problems over
something THEY DEMANDED IN THE FIRST PLACE!
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[Editor’s note: Doris is
to the material by D.E.G. called
Of
that we have been presenting over
the past several weeks.]
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As you learn the mistakes (yes, that is what I said)
you will come to realize that the time to LEARN
LESSONS, say about such as farming, you learn all you
can BEFORE you begin so that you can plant in knowing that your harvest will be bountiful. LAND MUST
BE TILLED, PLOWED, TURNED AND ITS OWN
FOOD ADDED, STIRRED AND BLENDED. EARTH
IS LIVING-OF
ALL THINGS UPON THE “EARTH”,
THE SOIL IS THE SUBSTANCE OF LIFE. You are
going to learn THIS SEASON that even Spelt, which
has grown in desolate places for millennia-will
NOT
GROW well if not tended as special unto its self.
Now we face a whole year of resultant bad harvest-because
the seeds were too sparse and the plowing too shallow for God gave you a PERFECT winter
growing season. What shall it be this Fall? Is it not
time to rotate the crops’? And yet you have not the
reserves of Spelta to allow for the rotation FROM that
which we desperately need. Moreover, for the three
years we have grown Spelt I have asked for pulsing
frequency of the fields and now it is too late and you
shall simply put away the equipment for we will TRY(?)
again next Season.
I am also weary of ones feeling that I am pounding
upon your heads for some dastardly “nothing” reason.
How long do we fiddle while the city burns? Parched
Spelta will not a harvest make.
At the beginning of the Season last year I pleaded
a with you to get the crops planted and we finally planted
at mid-season-only
half enough seeds. I asked you to,
at the least, double the planting-I got half. We can blame the
ground-squirrels, the poor soil, the equipment--but are these

I can assure everyone that the “source” of attending
these things is sorely tried. Miracles seem to somehow
flow from ones you choose to provide. No, they can no
longer do so. Theirs was NEVER to “provide”. We
have given products, books, endless labor and have
become frazzled trying to get everyone’s SHIP TO
FLOAT. Well, children, the ships are sinking for the
yields have not come forth-year
after weary year. You
cannot “talk” a field into harvest whether it be a legal
field of encounter or a field of grain.
Dharma and E.J., whom everyone seems to think
have the ear and hand of God-can’t
do it any longer.
They have just been through one of the most terrifying
few days of their lives. I haven’t heart enough to tell it
here. Their windows were “rigged” for entry and reentry into their home, their last possession of their
own, an old
truck, was stolen and spirited
away and the home was robbed. One of the children
involved in trying to stop the thieves jumped into a
vehicle with one of the culprits and was threatened to
be “killed”. Private property of neighbors was also
badly torn up as the thief ran amuck (now in a new
“rented” [also stolen] vehicle for the “escape”) and
across the fields and into a boulder-filled wash.
Do the police come to help? NO. The police put out
on the computer a “stolen vehicle” notice and “if the
vehicle is stopped somewhere for another crime or
violation” the police can run a check. However, after
the rental/car dealer got involved, the Highway Patrol
gives “them” attention. Is “this” because ofthe Ekkers’
involvement?
No, it is because you have no law, no
order, no attention and on down the “no” line of
lifestyle. If you are to survive, citizens, you MUST
attend yourselves.

saw to it that the intruder could be tracked (literally). We managed to get the intruder to leave a visible
footprint in which even the name “Spaulding” could be
read. We then saw to it that the marrin point never had
opportunity to other than “have the shoes with him” as
son Gene jumped into the vehicle with the culprit and
threw out a shoe-WHICH MATCHED. This little tiny
handful of five people tracked, clued, followed, deducted, and LISTENED to our Pablo who had been
shown a dream a few weeks back and, in spite of fear of
being blamed, told it-at least two weeks ago. He was
shown the very person who was serving as the “worker”
carrying out the instructions-but
we nudged him to do
all sorts of interesting things which would nail the
timing down ever so much more closely than O.J.
“?
Simpson’s set up.
This poor hapless thief simply walked into the
Does a poor crop mean that I am going to “love” you
less? No, hut those depending on the yield and return already ongoing terrorist movement and still doesn’t
of input, may well do so. Love has nothing to do one know what hit him so he becomes a hapless
There is a car, which was driven until it “blew”,
with the other. Am I aggravated? INDEED! However,
filled with the thief s belongings and theft items-but
it is not my belly which shall growl without bread.
Would God let HIS people be hurt? YES!
because it was not in the actual “chase” the police

wouldn’t touch it. E.J.‘s sons have staked out the
vehicle all night for the criminal ran on feet (bare) into
the hills and across the fields. The prayer is that he has
no weapons, as he exited the stolen vehicle so quickly
that he had no time (it is hoped) to take a weapon.
Ah yes, some of Ekkers’ property taken in the prior
night from the dwelling was visible and now shall be
undoubtedly tied up for the next eight years as evidence
on “hold”?? There is now missing quite a lot of things
including a computer (causing a great inconvenience, if
nothing else). The real “terrorists” are still out there, however.
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Charles just experienced a blow of blows. His
brother had passed through on a visit some time ago
and would hear nothing of “your (Chas’) opinions”“We are Christians,” being the excuse. So time passes
and they awaken a bit to some pretty ongoing possibilities-so back they come and study maps, read a bit of
“other’s” presentations, take some Gaia products to put
aside “in case”-and
pass on through to go .and visit
other family and friends elsewhere. They came back
through here in the midst of the confusion and Inspector Clouseau’s tribal misadventures-long
enough
to dump all the things back on Chas’ table and get the
heck away from such a “dark” energy as himself.
Stunned, Charles wished them well as they scattered
for the protection of running away (that won’t be
possible much longer) while saying they had spent time
with a “minister of God” and this is “evil” stuff for “no
man is to know” (wonder how it got into that
in
the first place?) and “God will take care of us!”
Oh, precious ones, I FEAR FOR YOU. Of course
when the plagues REALLY begin and the cities are in
destruction they will complain (if they live) “Why
didn’t you MARE us see?” You see, even in destruction
of self-the BLAME must always be placed on another1
It simply will no longer “work”, brothers. Responsibility will be placed on the responsible parties-even
if the
responsibility pinches and hurts like the proverbial Hell.
VISIBLE

j/30/95
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Readers, the police are mostly doing all they can
do. The corruption on the one hand has so defeated the
corps, and the load of random violence and thefts are so
prevailing, that the police have few options. You are in
a society ruled by mob and Crime-Lord adventure. It
will be more difficult as we move ever along to protect
self and property. The perpetrators are now “hyped” on
drugs and booze--’ in combination-and
they don’t even
know what they are doing until much later-literally.
These are now mind-altering substances and the first to
go is conscious thought AND MEMORY. Would YOU
go out into Central or South Los Angeles or into Watts
or the poverty parts of, say, Washington D.C. and CONTACT
“fight” crime?
No, think about it: WOULD YOU
OFFER TO DO WHAT A GOOD COP OFFERS TO
DO? If you have a “bad cop” then you simply have more crime.
THOUGHTS

a
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a
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CONTACT

I watched the Oklahoma bombing right after it happened. I had the TV on and all of a sudden it switched
to this scene where a bombing had just taken place. At first, I did not pay much attention; I was busy doing
something else. I would listen in every once in a while. The anchorwoman, or reporter, from the local TV station,
was running around, babbling excitedly. At least once, that I remember, all people were asked to leave the scene
and it showed everybody running like mad. They had found additional bombs, or bomb, and the detonation squad
was called in to defuse it.
During all this commotion, running and reporting, the lady reporter kept talking about the UNDERGROUND TUNNELS, which had been blown open. She kept referring to the HUGE UNDERGROUND
TUNNELS and there may be people trapped in there. I heard her refer to the UNDERGROUND TUNNELS at
least about 6 to 7 times during the period I watched. I’m not quite sure how long that was. Maybe 1 to 2 hours.
A lady friend of mine called me and wanted to know if I had seen the FIREMAN ON THE SCENE, who went
in front of the camera,totally freaked, wide-eyed and scared, who talked about HUGE UNDERGROUND
TUNNELS, where ENORMOUS SUPPLIES OF ARMS WERE STORED. He said he saw missiles, tanks, etc.,
etc. I don’t remember what else he saw. But HE WAS TOTALLY FREAKED OUT. He looked like he had seen
a ghost.
E. B. w.
Hope this helps.
P.S. Please don’t use my name. I will try to get my friend to write down what she knows.
a
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good
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Ah, even as we worked in danger, in terror-the
children came, Charles returned to the “chase’‘-but
from down the street or across the town-NO
ONE
CAME save to get their fees. So we shall see what we
shall see. God waits to see who will seize HIS moment
in service. So be it.
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-

Mark Twain

true!
-

Dr. Edwin M. Young, Editor-In-Chief
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FOREWORD
OLD

VIRUS.

NEW

SYMPTOMS

It has been suggested that the very virus we have
been fighting so hard lately has hit right at home. We
can start with Dharma, my secretary. Within the past
month or so there has been such a barrage of terrorism,
house entries of strange kinds and other such oddities-but the last did it for me. She said how good to
have an actual thief, even if the intrepid police let him
get away AFTER having caught up with him with a half
dozen citizens. The story itself is so wonderful that
perhaps one day we can tell it all. Poor man, he had no
idea I could cause him to leave a trail of clues, kill
motors and be caught up with before the trail was
finished. However, I feel, as Dharma, that compassion
and appreciation also comes with this child in point.
He was already in trouble; his wife had left for Florida
with the children; his car wouldn’t make it up the hill,
etc. He was frantic.
He stole a car here, but in
afterthought he had safely locked it in a nearby town,
undamaged, where he “exchanged” it (I don’t blame
him for desiring better than a 20-some-odd-year-old
truck) for a brand new Ford at the agency. It was a trail
of hits, run and errors. But not funny-for
he threatened to kill when cornered. Barefoot and bleeding STILL HE MANAGED TO OUT“SMART?” THE OFFICERS. After a while you don’t know which to “root”
for, the criminal or the organized criminals.
At any rate that is not the story.

This was a costly escapade for now we have missing
quite a few things including at least one expensive
computer, some “rainy-day” silver of which most was
recovered along with some odds and ends, like the
EMPTY box priorly storing computer transformer. The
money taken last week is a different matter SO DO NOT
BE FOOLED! Because it was in the same general area
of last week’s theft-do
NOT confuse the two.
So, what of “Dharma’s” new disease organism? It
is the “Denyitallvirusalis”.
The worst part of this
program is that everyone around here is suffering from
the same vicious attack. I write or speak directly to
people and they state it is for others. They ignore the

fact that the last of the MONEY was stolen but expect
E. J. to replace every last centavo of their requests. The
makeup “rainy day” funds were taken-so where does
that leave us?
When yesterday’s writing was mentioned to those
who farm, the response was, “What does E. J. want to do
about it?” When that one wasn’t accepted, it was more
intriguing. Well, gentlemen, E. J. pleaded with ones to
replant the fields. He is NOT A FARMER-only
tries
to pay the lease for NOTHING in return except more
headaches and more red ink. A project has to pay for
itself or at the least begin to produce for itself enough
to pay the lease.
Now it seems we have “too many weeds” to have a
crop. Why? Why do we have too many weeds? Field
tending is what tames the tares and thistles-or
is that
also E. J. and Dharma’s task? You have a mixed-up set
of thoughts here, people. It was George Green who
promised to PROVIDE. Dharma was to write for ME,
and E.J. would do the first paper corrections of spelling
and typing errors. EKKERS WERE LEFT HOLDING
THE EMPTY CROAKER-SACK! (FROG-BAG), without the gold, the subscription fees, the backup-NOTHING but a plan origined by Green who NOW claims
Ekker started this mammoth “Ponzi” scheme. Ekkers
didn’t go out and about the country advertising ANYTHING. Now, because E.J. MADE IT WORK BRILLIANTLY, HONESTLY, AND IN ADDITION KEPT
EVERYTHING (IMPOSSIBLE) MOVING, INCLUDING AT LEAST TEN ONGOING LAW-SUITS IN
WHICH HE LOST HIS HOME, ALL PROPERTY AND
IS IN DEBT INTO ETERNITY-HE
IS ALSO SUPPOSED TO WEED THE FARM? I DON’T THINK SO!
He has had to put out so many fires that no human
should have to confront these problems-(especially
to

an

simply serve God and brothers) for in addition he has
sought and found other investors for the major projects
(which were already underway BEFORE G.G.) and are
now back on track and there is no less the promise of
funding. One major financial person is already putting
up housing in both Africa and Russia. Another has
actually moved to Switzerland and says he has funding
now lined up for several of the PROJECTS. That,
however, is f& motion picture studios, prefab housing;
etc., not weeding gardens-for
when you have to bring
in venture money-you
get venture control! Growing
spelt, except as a business crop for health food stores,
is not a business of great appeal to great investors. Ah,
but-with the major projects comes the
of
the financial people-and
will come SOME modicum
of help for that was the understanding in exchange for
the assistance Ekkers gave BEFORE G.G-you know,
back when they were human business people! Back
before there was a “Hatonn”. It is called PERSONAL
COMMISSION IN EXCHANGE FOR INVESTMENT!
I personally don’t see why they would further invest
anything. They are now having less than nothing and
keeping the IRS from being an additional problem
looks very good-very
good indeed. Just go off somewhere with nothing, be nothing, and hide away. Well,
Dharma enjoys that thought. E.J. just tells her she
needs an “attitude adjustment”. DON’T WE ALL?
Can you make it until...? I don’t know. Probably
NOT with all the overburden.
When we lose the
Constitutional Law Center at the end of June, we lose
the actual legal WORKERS. What then happens to the
ongoing cases which could produce income? I don’t
know! I haven’t been able to get anyone’s attention so
far. Why should I, after eight years, expect otherwise
now? The only NEW thing going with the property
cases are more letters for “continuations” and “extensions” between two attorneys out to torment EACH
OTHER-while
being paid, of course. When the pay
slows, the case STOPS DEAD. Ah yes, beloved citizens-FREEDOM
IN GOOD OLD AMERICA!
The farm has to be the next thing to fold because if
you cannot pay the lease-the
landowner reclaims his
now very much improved property! At the very least he
will insist on showing the place constantly to potential
buyers. This may allow for some period of timeunless of course, he wishes to take up residence, himself, on the property.
He might, however, wish to
continue until whatever harvest is available, but it will
be HIS.
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THIS PROJECT OF INFORMATION IS NOT EVEN
REMOTELY IN DANGER OF BEING SHUT DOWN,
READERS! YOU JUST DON’T SEEM TO UNDERSTAND “THE PROJECT”.
OUR MISSION IS TO
PRESENT THE WORD IN TRUTH So THAT YOUTHE-PEOPLE WILL KNOW. “WE” DON’T EVEN
HAVE THE OBLIGATION TO DISPATCH THAT
TRUTH-JUST
RECORD IT. We can go right back to
a one room shack and continue our work without all the
added difficulties of this horrendous load on our backs
considering the semi-good times to be a precious period
of experience and learning and reasonably (for a small
community and for some people) a
time
relative to what they HAD when they came. No one
goes away from here without gain. Those who TOOK
and sought to destroy-may
well go without gain- of
monetary value for they used up all incentive in costly
legal confrontations.
However, we have worked and
served mightily together and few things will change as
products cover most of the ongoing minimum needs if,
for instance, the paper is cut to bare bones.
We don’t seem to qualify for special rates-in postage and that is what is eating us alive. Dharma and I
have written some nearly 150 journals and weekly news
material for 100 more. We have done what we can and
shall continue to serve, but we cannot do it all-nor
SHOULD we. Responsibility for selves is exactly thata need for responsibility of self. We have asked for
help-we will not BEG. Why should we beg when we
gain nothing at any price? Is this Godly’? YES it is!!
“UnGodly” is what is being produced in your evangelical circles, churches, false patriot groups, etc. We
serve in honor, protect our people, change when necessary, accept responsibility even when it brings-pain
and, in this way, we serve God with honor and also give
hope and a “way” to a dying nation in ways which allow
a nation to SURVIVE by planting our freedom crop in
fertile ground outside the polluted and filthy poison
ground of such as Washington D.C. We do not fertilize
our fields with another’s blood, death and murder of
your childrenwhile we make our stand. THIS IS UP TO
YOU!
Is the freedom of the WHOLE worthy of the sacrifice of the ONE? Well, if you have unlawful sacrifice
of the ONE you have NO FREEDOM FOR THE
WHOLE-so therein lies the chicken and the egg. Just
let me say this: If you kill the hen-chicken there will
BE NO MORE EGGS. IF, IN ADDITION, YOU EAT
THE SEED .GRAIN-THERE
WILL BE NO MORE
GRAIN IN THE FIELDS.
Along those lines of thought I have here a reader’s
gift to share: [Quoting:]

And she did. .The wheat grew tall and ripened into
golden grain. “Who will help me reap my wheat?”
asked the little red hen.
“Not I,” said the duck.
“Out of my classification,” said the pig.
“I’d lose my seniority,” said the cow.
“I’d lose my unemployment compensation,” said
the goose.
“Then I will,” said the little red hen, and she did.
At last it came time to bake the bread.
“Who will help me bake the bread?” asked the little
red hen.
“That would be overtime for me,” saidthe cow.
“I’d lose my welfare benefits,” said the duck.
“I’m a dropout and never learned how,” said the
pig.
“If I’m to be the only helper, that’s discrimination,” said the goose.
“Then I will,” said the little red hen.
She baked five loaves and held them up for her
neighbors to see.
They wanted some and, in fadt, demanded a share.
But the little red hen said, “No, I can eat the five
loaves.”
“Excess profits!” cried the co’&.
“Capitalist leech!” screamed the duck.
“I demand equal rights!” yelied the goose.
And the pig just grunted. And they painted “unfair” picket signs and marched round and round and
round the little red hen, shouting obscenities.
When the government agent came, he said to the
little red hen, “You must not be greedy.”
“But I earned the bread,” said the little red hen.
“Exactly,” said the agent. “That is the wonderful
free-enterprise
system. Anyone in the barnyard can
earn as much as he wants. But under our government
regulations, the productive workers must divide their
product with the idle.”
they lived happily ever after, including the
little red hen, who

[END OF QUOTING]

Dharma asks that we begin to call her “Little Red
Hen”. No, I would likely label her “Chicken!” We
agreed to scratch aroynd a bit, bake some bread (no
pun, Dharma), plant some grain and see what would
grow. Have we now seen? I hope not. Dharma is also
reminded of old camping-times-with-the-children-andfriends days, when the CB radio users had “handles”.
E.J. got dubbed “Rusty Rooster” because of his rustcolored Jimmy, toys, motorcycle, etc. So, Dharma got
dubbed “Chicken Plucker” in case “Rusty Rooster” got
too frisky. Well, it appears both of these chickens have
gotten pretty well plucked in this “bird operation” to
the extent they will
to ascend--they don’t have
feathers left for flight.
They don’t even have the
THE
LITTLE
RED HEN
proverbial barrel to hide their nakedness. We would
Once upon a time, there was a little red hen who offer a garage sale or a yard sale-but they don’t own
scratched about the barnyard until she uncovered some a garage or a yard. So be it.
Ah, while we are at it the response is coming: “But
grains of wheat. She called her neighbors and said, “If
we plant this
they.. .” NO “buts”; they had it good-a home appraised at $400,000, nine children, E.J. was an Execuwheat, we shall ,.- _ __
tive (Vice President) in Transamerica’s most able financial company, an associate member of the California Treasurer’s Association (County) and Western Regional Director of the National Association of Pension
& Welfare Plans, and Ex-President of the Western
Pension Conference and DID VERY WELL. Dharma
was an Administrator in the most prestigious Division
at Children’s Hospital of Los Angeles. They then went
into the alternative energy business with Co-Generation systems and had a final agreement to put into
operation with Westinghouse the largest wind park in
California. That turned out (later) to be with Mitsubishi.
They got side-tracked into legal loss of prqperty
and finally Westinghouse lost the site and operation
(intentionally, it now appears) to Mitsubishi who is

now being forced into bankruptcy by the Rockefeller
Cartel. Interesting circles? Yes.
Then they bumbled into ME and next, George
Green, who was obviously on a hook-or-crook pathway.
Readers, we do what we can, we share all we have, but
there comes a time when holes in the bucket must be
stoppered. Can we do it? We HAVE TO DO IT!
I marvel-we
have set up, structured, and placed
the ONLY (as Mocatta) plan of its kind where money
can be loaned to an Institute, the money used to purchase gold at going price, and used for collateral for
borrowing back funds for ongoing operations. Gold is
the ONLY commodity in the world destined to skyrocket-and
lenders get that rise. Yes, indeed there is
a risk involved in the upstart-because
people refuse to
understand that if you call your note-you
lose the
profits and if there is a temporary drop in gold pricesthere is a CALL by the bank! Why then, with this asset
available, are we having to close some critical programs? Because man would rather have gold which
will be confiscated (I can give you an update on that) or
hold his, useless and soon ta be neutralized, Federal
Reserve NOTES.
These are YOUR choices, readers--the
time is
come and almost passed. You do that which you willwe will do what we must.
And now, let us take a look at an article from
May 1995. [Quoting:]
G-7
AS

DEMANDS
172
OF U.S.
GOLD
COMPENSATION
DOLLAR
LOSSES!

NEW
MONETARY
SECRETLY
BEING

FOR

SYSTEM
NEGOTIATED

. . . .we have obtained significant-and
information regarding G-7 negotiations

exclusiveover compen-

sation for dollar losses. Here is what we have learned:

Germans murdered thousands of Jews at Babi Yar, their
blood was
Wiesel would not tell CN how it was possible for blood

Wiesel in Buchenwald, actually shows Mermelstein in
his bunk in Auschwitz!
The July 26, 1985
Gazeftt? published an Associated Press photo showing
Mermelstein holding the famous
photo
with
caption:
the
“Mermelstein poses with a photoWhile the WSJ [Wall Street Journal] of recent days
graph showing himself on a bunk inhas reported
sales of 172 tons of gold--that
the Auschwitz convention (sic?)
gold was actually
It was delivered through
camp. ” The January 16, 1995 CN
the London and Zurich gold market channels so as to
published both the photo which
keep the price depressed and allow the G-7 nations to
. Wiesel
says shows
him in
acquire the gold as it was offered on the market. There
Buchenwald and Mermelstein says
are
shows him in Auschwitz.
What’s more, the new &&et Union has nothing but
Who is telling the truth? Wiesel
its current production to
and has no gold stocks
or Mermelstein? According to Marleft (CIA story leaks to the contrary).
-tin Gilbert, another highly regarded
Holocaust authority, neither of them.
While this represents a small fraction
Gilbert says in
of the 262 million ounces of gold which is
of
which includes
by the II. S. Treasury, it is none-the-less significant that
the famous photo: “The photograph
a gold transfer has been demanded
taken on the day of the liberation of
as
Dachau, shows some of the survivors of death marches and evacuation trains. ..” Gilbert mentions
neither Wiesel nor Mermelstein as
being in the famous photo, and says
it was taken in Da&au, and not in
Buchenwald as Wiesel says OR
Auschwitz as Mermelstein says.
[End Of Quoting]
in the ground to remain in a liquid form. According to
Gilbert, along with Wiesel and Mermelstein, is
There is a lot more to the article but I am only Wiesel, the Germans were murdering ten thousand also regarded by Holocaust historians as being thorinterested in discussing the facts presented here re- Jews every day at Buchenwald. The Nobel prize winner oughly
garding hard precious metal. The facts are that the and eyewitness Auschwitz survivor, along with the
24 MILLION
losses are great and the U.S. is BROKBI The manipu- Pope, and such Holocaust experts as Father Richard
Iation and liqui~tion of Treasury notes simply means John Neuhaus, maintained that some four million Jews
more bankruptcy fodder. Each time there is a monetary were exterminated by the Jews
The Anti-Def~tion
League of B”nai B’rith in its
deficiency--GOLD
IS CONFISCATED (I.E. 1933 OR rpQd ‘%%z&*~ jn~
Mel Mermelstein, another Holocaust authority, says Days
quotes both Wiesel and Martin
THB ~IT~ENS~ NOT FROM
THE BANKS OR AS COLLATERAL BEING HELD that the same photograph which Wiesel says shows Gilbert as truthful authorities on the Holocaust. The
BY THB BANES-FROM
THB CITIZENS.
are

Now that we are past the middle of June-the
Bilderbergers have met and the Jewish Businessmen’s
meetings (interna~onal) are underway to consolidate
corporate and banking control of the European and
American communities. It is IN THE FAN!
I-IULOCAUST
ACCUSATfONZ$
AGAINST
US AND
OTHERS
In response to denials, assaults, insults and other
diatribes by the ADL, JDL and others who revised
history to suit their lies-we offer the following: (This
is sent as an excerpt so the “original” publication is not
given, as the copy was crooked on the reproduction
machine.) It is the picture (which you will all recognize even if in bad copy) ih point and the references (by
the Jews) as to the picture, which should be the foeus.
Write-up under picture. [Quoting:]
The January 16,1995
in a cover story
on Auschwitz published the above famous photo, which
has appeared in hundreds of newspapers, magazines,
and books which insist that the many holocaust s&vivors are telling the truth and that the Germans exterminated six million Jews during World War II,
said that “Wiesel can be seen in the
middle row, far right at B~chenwald.” Elie Wiesel is
regarded as being thoroughly truthful and honest by
~oioc~ust historians. Wiesel claims be was in Auschwitz
when it was liberates, in B~~~e~wald when it was
Iiberate~ and in
it was liberated.
CN
[Christian News]
how t
was possible.
WieseI did not res
s that
nths after the

Many people have asked us what the Phoenix Journals ate. They contain the true history (hisstory} of mankind on this planet as well
detailed information about the most asked about and
wondered about subjects (i.e., Spirituality, E.T.s, our origin, our purpose here on this planet, etc.).
Commander Hatonn, and the other Higher Spiritual Teachers who have authored these Journals,
weave spiritual lessons and insights throughout the unveiling of lies which have been deceptively
forced upon us, througtiout time, by the Elite anti-Christ controllers. These Journals are the
Sea Scrolls” of our time. Their importance for the growth of mankind cannot be overstated. They
are the textbooks of understanding which God promised us we would have, to guide us through the
“End Times”.
Here is what Commander Hatonn has said about the Phoenix Journals. Quoting from JournaJ
Voi.ii, pgs. 47 & 48: “Some day in the far recesses of the future
experiences of another human civilization-these
Journals will be found and TRUTH will again be
given unto the world manifest so that another lost civilization can regain and find its way. God
always gives His creations that which they need when the sequence is proper. it is what man DOES
WITH THESE THINGS which marks the civilization. WHAT WILLYOUR LEGACY 8E????? I focus
on current activities which might turn your world about in time to save your ecosystems and your
sovereignty as nations and peoples. You cannot wait to be filled in on the lies of the generations,
lest you wait until too late to take control of your circumstance presently within the lies. YOU ARE
A PEOPLE OF MASSIVE DECEPTION AND WHAT YOU WILL UO WITH THIS INFORMATION IN
ACTION DETERMINES YOUR PURPOSE AND GROWTH IN THlS WDNDROUS MANIFESTED
EXPERIENCE. WILL YOU PERISH PHYSICALLY OF THE EVIL INTENT, OR WILL YOU MOVE
INTO AND WITHIN THE PLACES OF HOLY CREATOR? THE CHOICE fS YOURS.”
in case you didn’t know, Phoenix Source Distributors, inc. can sut~matica~iy send you the latest
~~oo~ix
as they are printed. This gives you an extra discount on new
and
don’t have to keep remembering to order. Gait ~8gg) 800-5565 for
See Back Page for ordering information.
d, Business Man

man?-Something
a

wrong with proportions

here?

(H:

Do any of our readers have an explanation7 Just
who is telling the truth about the location where this
photo was taken? Wiesel, Mermelstein, or Gilbert? CN
would particularly appreciate an answer from those
who maintain that Wiesel, Mermelstein and Gilbert are
all telling the truth. [End Of Quoting]
Well, yes, THIS READER has not only an explanation but the TRUTH OF EXPLANATION: this picture
was taken in separate parts at the Eisenhower “death”
camp following the immediate ending of the war. Remember-there
are resources for getting all that nice
,
INFORMATION.
lists Auschwitz as a “concentration” camp ana
ADL quotes Gilbert: “The deliberate attempt to destroy
systematically all of Europe’s Jews was unsuspected in not an “extermination” camp
This journal shall be titled:
p. 2926). In 1956 after concluding a long
the spring and early summer of 1942, the very period
during which it was most intense, and during which investigation of the number of deaths in all the camps
hundreds of thousands of Jews were being gassed every where Jews and others were held, the International Red
day at Belzec, Chelmno, Sobibor and Treblinka.” CN Cross reported under the caption “Civilian Losses”,
wrote to the ADL in 1988 about its approval of Gilbert’s “Number of those who died in the concentration camps
figures: “You say ‘hundreds of thousands of Jews every and prisons due to racial and political persecution:
November
day’, so let’s assume that your book means just 200,000 Three Hundred thousand”
Jews a day. Let’s assume 120 days for your ‘spring and 21, 1988).
early summer of 1942’. If my arithmetic is correct, you
are saying that during this period alone some 24,000,OOO
Jews were gassed. Various official publication figures
show that there were about 18,000,OOO Jews IN
Dana E. Alvi of the Polish-American Public Relawhen the war began and almost the same
number AFTER the war was over. The maximal num- tions Committee, Box 3206, Santa Monica, CA 90408,
”
ber of Jews under German control is estimated by who sent CN the famous photo as it appears in Gilbert’s
with Gilbert’s testimony that
various authorities to be about 3,800,OOO [at most].
How do you explain the population figures from official the photo was taken in Dachau, commented: “Found
this yesterday in a West Los Angeles library book
sources with the figures you cite in
. . . ...?
A third location for this
If the lowest level is
Many who question the six million figure maintain famous photo, i.e. Dachau.
that about a million Jews died of all causes during WW- approximately three feet high plus several inches beDEDICATION
tween ground and first layer of the boards, and the
II.
, . A-1986 report from the International Tracing Ser- second level is approximately three feet high, the same
To all our beloved Plucked Chickens from the Bird
for the next, and the naked man stands approximately
vice Committee of the Red Cross
Tribes of the Phoenix! Just remember: Ashes to Ashes,
four plus feet from the other men, how tall is the naked Dust to Dust-WAS

is a unique and inspired newspaper for concerned citizens
everywhere, though it particularly focuses on the United States because of
this country’s special mission in the affairs of the world. That is, “As goes
the United States, so goes the world.”
is a vehicle for Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn’s most
recent writings on important current affairs, plus those from other en:
Light-ening sources, on matters critical to a responsible and informed
public at this time of planetary transition and final days of battle between
the Forces of Light and the “Evil Empire” forces of darkness.
exists to counteract the manipulating lies and clever halftruths put out (on purpose) by the regular print and broadcast media
prostitutes of the Satanic Elite controllers-parasites
who are in the
process of economically, physically, and spiritually collapsing this once
great country (and actually the entire planet) down to a slave-state level of
existence under their diabolical control plan called The New World Order.
This newspaper,
began life on March 30, 1993, risen, like
the mythical bird, with great determination “up from the ashes”( of its
internationally acclaimed predecessor called

in turn, began life in mid-October of 199 1, having
evolved from an earlier newsletter called the
which itself came into existence as a faster way to get THE TRUTH out to you
readers than was possible with the more substantial “book” format of the
Much incredible ground has been covered so far in that mission.
While the
‘s motto reminded all that “The Truth Will
Set
Free”, the
motto, displayed prominently in the masthead,
takes that thought another important step forward and proclaims: “Ye
The “Phoenix Project” is about those preparations needed-at body, mind and
soul levels-to both understand and survive the great healing changes which are
beginning to energize this beautiful little planet, now so frazzled and tortured from
abuses of all kinds. We look forward, with great expectations, to the
with all of you-a coming together that is rapidly taking place as the entire Phoenix
Project “ground crew” continues to connect, solidify, and gain strength through
becoming informed of THE TRUTH. Indeed, welcome aboard, friends!
Editor-In-Chief,

Dear Rick,
June 10, 1995
I would like to share an event that has recently
taken place here in Yankton. This will prove beyond a
shadow of a doubt that, as a result of both the
and my efforts, we have been making a lot
of progress in obtaining an investigation into allegations surrounding the corrupt law throughout America,
especially in the hometown of many of our-let’s
call
them associates-in
Arkansas.
On Thursday, June 8, 1995, at lo:30 a.m., I was
called to the S.I.S. office here in Yankton and asked if
I would speak to the F.B.I.‘s Special Investigative
officer, who was dispatched from the Sioux Falls, South
Dakota office to look into a letter that I had written to
the
and which I had also sent to the
nation-wide popular T.V. show
ies. The letter of which I speak pertained to the
death of the two young boys from the Little Rock
area in Saline County, Arkansas. The two boys’
names were Kevin Ives and Don Henry. They were
found dead on a remote stretch of railroad tracks in
this suburban town of Little Rock, Arkansas. The
incident was declared to be another suicide-a
result of a marijuana-induced
sleep, that caused
the two boys to fall asleep on the railroad tracks,
only to be run over by a fast-moving freight train.
This was the conclusion of the state medical examiner, Fanny Maleck-a
close friend of the thengovernor Bill Clinton.
The story has made national media news broadcasts and has been the topic of much controversy
ever since. It has yet to be solved as to who was
really involved and why the deaths occurred. There
has been a lot of local talk that illegal drug activity
at the local, state and even federal levels of government was involved and that a massive campaign
was employed to cover the tracks of the murderers.
The F.B.I. agent who had made the two-hour
drive to talk with me seemed very friendly, although this could have been a classic case of “good
cop/bad cop”, but nevertheless, I-being the man I
am-granted
this man an opportunity to speak his
mind. Before allowing him any information, I was
assured that I was not in any more trouble of any type;
in fact, the agent assured me that I was now a valuable
asset to the F.B.I. for the very accurate data I possess
which pertains to a lot of events that have taken place
in the towns and hills of the “good 01’ boy state”- the
“Bubba state”-Arkansas.
The agent brought a two-inch F.B.I. case file along
with him. Although he would not directly show the file
findings to me, he would, on several occasions, look
into the file to confirm names, places, and events,
assuring me that they matched what information I was
supplying. He told me that there has been an intense
investigation looking into accusations, made by several
people, that foul play was involved, but things, in a case
like this, sometimes take years to solve, unless someone
like me comes along and gives them the break the
investigators need to solve the case. He told me that
many, many hours of police work went into the case so
far. I replied that this was true- that many hours of
was involved in covering up
the incident!

He then asked me about some of the people involved, the COBRA UNIT that was made up of state,
local, and D.E.A. drug task force officers. He mentioned names like Alan Swint, Jay
Kirk
Lang, and other law officers. He asked about Dan
Harmon, who was the state prosecutor of Saline County,
and Dan Lasater. He was pretty well informed about the
people involved. I made it a point to mention our good
01’ buddy, Jim Guy Tucker, who you will find out in the
end most likely had apiece ofthe drug rewards, whether
indirectly or not. You can just bet on it that if illegal
drugs were involved, which they were, Jim Guy Tucker
and the Clinton gang were involved somewhere in the
shuffle. The agent’s reply to my accusations about

Michael Maholy
#19365-009, k5
Kingsbury Bldg. Rm 001
F!M.B.700
Yankton, SD 57078
REMEMBER:

Tucker was, “He’s got enough problems already!” I
said, “Well, if he (Tucker) doesn’t like what’s happening to him now, I know, for a fact, that he won’t like
what’s coming up!”
The agent asked, “Is that some type of threat?” I
replied, “No, that’s a promise!” He just sort of chuckled. The agent asked what in the hell was going on in
the rural, backwoods state of Arkansas! I replied, “A
lot of corruption, self-gain, greed, lust and evilness!”
He said that things are changing and the bureau will get
to the bottom of all this. I had to be somewhat skeptical,
stating that I was sucked into the illegal drug and
weapons game by higher-ups, but at the same time, I
would not deny my part; I would accept responsibility
for my own actions and any judgments I have made in
the past, as well as any I make in the future. The agent
knew of my past, as many, many hours of investigation
were also spent looking into my life. He did admit that
there were some holes, some unanswered questions
surrounding some of the more covert operations, involvements, but under the circumstances, they, the
F.B.I., could understand.
Even the agent stated that

money is power, that people are greedy, especially a
select few. He was very professional and careful not to
mention the elite few by name, but 1 sensed a mutual
agreement about the people we spoke of.
The questioning lasted perhaps an hour and a half.
Then he questioned another inmate, whose name you
already know, but who wants not to be mentioned out of
fear for his life, as he must return to Arkansas in iust
five more months and does not want to become another
accidental suicide in the Bubba town! The other inmate
confirmed with me after the visit, that the agent was hot
on the trail and had a very accurate idea of what took
place that night of the deaths. As it turned out, we both
were asked if we would consider testifying in a grand
jury and, of course, the bottom line was that we would,
whether we wanted to or not!
I have no problem with helping the F.B.I. solve this
case, as I know the parents of the two boys want this
case solved and put to rest and for justice to prevail.
From those of you who are reading this information:
what I need very badly are the names, addresses-any
way I could contact the parents of the young boys. I also
would like them to contact me A.S.A.P., as I have a lot
of additional information for them and their attorneys.
Please help me to help them. We must speak and, if
necessary, I will include them on my visitors’ list.
They must put the boys’ deaths to rest, as you or I would
only want to do the same.
Again, I predict that major things will soon be
taking place in the land of opportunity-Arkansas!
As
we have recently heard, Jim Guy Tucker has been
indicted, which is just the tip of the iceberg. Take it
from me, when the courts squeeze you, people in trouble
tend to tell on others, especially when the Feds start
throwing “time” at you. Tucker, being the sissy he is,
the coward, the bigot, the snake
the man who condemned our good
friend Richard Wayne Snell to death, when he was the
only person who could have stopped the execution, will
now be in the dragon’s seat himself. I personally wish
that when they convict Jim Guy Tucker, they would
send him to Yankton, so that he could bunk with me.
We could talk about old times together, the drugs, the
booze, the whores, the money, oh, and let’s not forget.
our little feathered buddies, the DUCKS! Oh, how I
would love to chat with him!
So please print this for the whole world to read and,.
as things develop, as you know, I, old “Scoop” Maholy,
Federal property, inmate #19365-009, will tell the
truth. the whole truth. and nothing but the truth, so
help ‘me COMMANDER!
On a final note, it’s been some time since I mentioned my two bears-Mama
Bear and Baby Bear. We
are together, though so far away! Good day!
The man from the land of the Sioux,
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SATANISM
In
John E.
Hunt, Sr. writes, [quoting:]
Satanism, as with other traditions, has its pure
form as well as it’s diluted or combined forms. The
common thread stems from the worship of Satan who is
the Biblical and historical antithesis of Jesus Christ,
the Christian Messiah. A helpful perspective in evaluating the effects and methodology of Satanism is to
compare it with Christianity and to visualize an exact
opposite from Christian teachings and Biblical principles. Since Satan is the antithesis of God, then what
he does and how he does it will be destructive to God’s
law and godly (good) behaviors.
Note: To many of us, Satanism, paganism, and the
occult seem to be unreal manifestations of overactive
Hollywood imaginations. It is not necessary for you to
believe in Satan as long as there are those in society
who do believe it and worship Satan and control their
personal activities accordingly.
Satanism generally does not include the intense
ritualization seen in pure paganism.
Satanists less
often construct ritual circles to ward off demons and
evil spirits because they don’t care. Their desire is to
have close intercourse with Satan and his demons.
Satanism comes from the root word “sata” an adjective which means “evil”. This has been personified as
“Satan” or the “evil one” through the ages. Satan’s
first introduction is through the Biblical account in the
where he was represented as a serpent who misled Eve and Adam into

sinning by eating fruit from the Tree of Life.
pressionable adolescents is that they become converWe see Satan in three basic groupings today:
sant with a wide variety of satanic symbolism and
1. Adult groups
terminology and are therefore more easily drawn into
active involvement, or at least away from traditional
2. Adult and adolescent groups
3. Adolescent groups
value systems.
The second group combining adults and adolesIt is interesting to note that Jimmy Page, who is the
lives in Aleister
cents carries with it the most extreme potential for lead drummer for
abuse and death of children if they are not related to the Crowley’s house in England.
Such movies as
adults in the group.
and
stress magic, the
Those in group 3, all adolescents, usually are ex- occult, and evil phenomenon which foster fear and
perimenters with satanic rituals, not sincere, involved, helplessness in the minds of those who see them.
knowledgeable practitioners of pure traditions. HowThe term “occult”, an adjective, merely means
ever, ignorance of the true implications and
of the “hidden or secret”. The distinction must be made about
ritualized skills does not mean that adolescent Satanism specific types of activities which we have lumped tois any less dangerous. As with any other addiction, gether under one label. Modern clothing, ‘7”’ shirts
and jewelry, so popular with the youth of this nation
ever deeper involvement occurs.
Pure Satanism requires intense training, initiation,
and the world, stress satanic and pagan symbols, represcreening, rituals and rites and an upward mobility sentations of horrible specters, and demons. These tie
in with the fantasy role playing phenomenon which
within the satanic worship structure.
Satanic rituals have some parallels with pagan anesthetizes chronic players to the actual spiritual
implications of sarituals. Satanists also
tanic involvement.
locate a site which is
There have been nuisolated to insure primerous
cases of
Each satanic
death attributable to
worship group has its
own grimorie
(profantasy role playing
games in the United
nounced
GRAY States out of an estiMORE-AY), which is
mated two million
called the
active players. The
On the blank
addictive mentality
pages of this book
predisposes
some
oaths and names are
adolescents to seek
written in blood. The
involvement in spirigrimorie isveryimportual/supernatural
tant evidence about the
manifestations. The
depth, structure, and
heavy emphasis and
activities of any parinvolvement
of
titular satanic group.
today’s youth in ilRecruitment
into
licit drugs tends to
active Satanism is a
blur their distinction
well planned
and
between reality and
shbtle process which
fantasy opening the
has devastating
reOn the alter of the devil, up is down, pleasure is
doors of their minds
sults. Initial introducpain, darkness is light, slavery is freedom, and
to accept and explore
tions to the subculture
madness is sanity. The satanic ritual chamber is
supernatural
pheof Satanism are prevathe ideal setting for the entertainment of unspoken
nomenon. In effect,
lent. In fact, they are
thoughts or a veritable palace of perversity.
they begin to loose
seen everywhere
we
touch with what is
turn today.
Signs,
llkziautlkRitusl5
Anton
LaVey
reality and become
symbols, and influvery vulnerable to
ences of satanic insuggestion. .
volvement can be ob-.
Irresponsible media coverage and sensationalism
served in modern music, in the dress and activities of
adolescent peers through television, MTV, movies, contribute to the overall attack on the stability of
clothing, games, and drug abuse; Since the late seven- today’s youthful minds. In addition, a strong peer
ties a great deal of satanic symbolism has publicly acceptance and support makes it almost impossible for
surfaced in wide variety. What one sees everyday he those with addictive or dependent personalities to refuse
to go along with the group.
tends to accept more easily.
Active Satanists use an insidious variety of apAlthough it is easy to stereotype all heavy metal,
hard rock musicians as active Satanists, this is prob- proaches to entangle new converts ever deeper into
ably not true. There are some who do practice satanic Satanism. Young people, as mentioned before, are very
worship. Much of the hype seen on album covers and prone to involvements. Mike Warnke in his book,
documents the progression which comin the movies are Hollywood publicists’ attempts to
create attention for their products. The effect on im- monly is used to recruit new Satanists. College cam-

puses are a hot-spot for recruitment.
Warnke illus- Satanism as a church, but denies any involvement in niles who were tied to the satanic altar. The children
trates actual examples where he, as a former alleged the illegal activities or illicit drugs. There are count- themselves did not have the strength to force the knife
Satanic priest, invited young people, starting in on the less other satanic groups practicing rites and rituals into the victim’s body far enough to kill. They defringes of drug use, to parties where drugs and free sex which are very illegal. Although chants and incanta- scribed it in the interview that they held the knife and
an adult’s hand assisted in forcing it through the body
were provided.
In a back room, those higher in the tions to Satan are not illegal per se, the higher levelsbf
satanic hierarchy prepared stronger doses of drugs Satan worship involve unequivocal violations o”f the of the victim.
Generally victims’ bodies are effectively disposed
which they offered freely to promising-looking
re- law. On that basis, official action can be taken against
of, usually by cremation.
The level of secrecy and
cruits. In the guise of sexual orgies (with drugs and satanic groups and Satan worshippers individually.
A forensic pathologist was allowed to videotape commitment to Satan and the spiritual powers of darkalcohol plentiful) new converts were drawn deeper into
dependence on what the Satanist could provide in the portions of an actual satanic ritual ceremony which ness almost guarantee that the participants do not talk
way of earthy pleasures. As they gave in to the lusts of involved mutilation of a dead human body. The origin about their activities. The problem is that we have
their own desires, they were drawn farther into depen- of thebody was not represented on the tape. (A coroner many stories without identifiable victims. There is a
dency. They developed thirsts for other things also, viewing the tape said that it appeared that the body was need for a growing awareness, in society, about the
Occasionally,
such as power and money. At each level the newcomers still fairly fresh at the time of the mutilation.) Canni- potentialities of satanic involvement.
were scrutinized by those initiated into higher levels in balism of the heart and a sexual orgy in the blood of the ritual murderers and serial murderers who have been
the satanic movement and the best prospects were “sacrifice” were documented on the tape.
linked to satanic worship are apprehended and prospromoted. As the converts were initiated into the ritual
On the tape of the satanic ceremony various ritual ecuted, but too often their stories are viewed as excepmeetings of the Satanists they became more and more incantations were repeated by the priest and the group tions merely seen as a horrifying spectacle instead of a
debased in what they did. In effect, the more detestable of worshippers who were arranged in a circle around warning of growing movement. Most normal people
the ritual activity the bigger the “spiritual high” the the dead bodv. There was a strone emohasis on wor- would rather not think about the horrors involved; they
worshippers receive.
shipping deaih. At one point the priest cut open the cannot easily accept the weight of the facts and their
implications.
The illegal debased acts include, but
More and more frequently children
are not limited to rape, sodomy, ritual
and adolescents are becoming the vicmutilations,
child abuse/molestations,
tims of ritual molestations and/or sacricannibalism, desecration of Christian sacfice. This is primarily because the more
raments and ritual murder.
innocent and virginal the victim, the more
The impact upon youthful worshipSatan, supposedly, likes it and, therepers has a devastating effect. Impressionfore, more power is imbued to the
able youths who feed on the negative and
Satanist. Children are easier to recruit
evil aspects of today’s music and rebelas potential victims than adults. It is
lious media representations,
experience
easier for Satanists to kidnap them at a
an erosion of the stable beliefs and value
young age and move them from place to
systems which give us security. As their
place.
insecurity increases they are drawn to some
Adolescents become very mobile in
type of peer support. Involvement in the
this society. They often run or are disnegative and illegal aspects of Satan worplaced by a disintegrating family strucship may debase the individual and cause
ture. They are easily drawn into the
them to be tormented by tremendous feelvictim role because no one with responings of guilt and isolation because they
sibility has an awareness of where they
have been unable to completely shed the
traditional values with which they were
are or what they are doing. [End quoting
raised.
from John Hunt’s manuscript.]
Satanism is very destructive to youth
and there is much support for suicide
In another manuscript received by
among teens (who so quickly run out of
from Ted Gunderson, which
perceived alternatives). Occasionally teen
was researched over ma-ny, many years
peer groups will take blood oaths and
concerning the subject of Satanism and
make suicide covenants, i.e., so that if one
titled
commits suicide they will all do so. Anything which leads the youth of today to the
11, former FBI Agent Ted Gunderson
“end of the line”, where they see no alterwrites, [quoting:]
native but self-imposed death, must be
taken seriously.
Because of misguided
We have information that police ofTHE INVERtiD PENTAGRAM
peer loyalty, those who are knowledgeable
ficers, prosecutors, morticians, minisThe inverted pa~tagramrepresentstht headof the gti The uppcr~woppintsarc the homq the
about suicide pacts often protect their
ters, teachers,doctors,
lawyers and othpointsto the left aud to the right are the cars, and the lowi+rpoint is the goatee. What mcd in
friends from authorities who would seek
ers of all ages, in all walks of life, are
satanicduals, the her point is south and is the obsavation point. The ak is in the w~&y
to prevent their suicide. By not wanting
practicing Satanists. Many of these indipoint and ail of the other
dabbler may not be car&d about
to risk ostracism by the peer group, youths
viduals lead double lives. To some they
direction, and space liitation~ may preclude completeness. The outa circle should be nine feet
may also protect friends and acquaintanappear as leading citizens of the commuindinmcrawithasaulldrdeonef~insidetheoutaperimeter.
Thesizeofthecirdcmay
ces who are involved in Satanism.
nity, and to their fellow cult members,
vary depauiiug on the size of the area used and the number of people involved.
Television correspondent-Tom Jarrell
they are dedicated evil worshippers. We
narrated a 20120 segment entitled; The
have been told that a superintendent of
This documented a situation in chest cavity of the corpse and tore the heart out, which schools in California is a Satanist. Michael Acquino,
Northport, Rhode Island where teenagers were involved he passed around the circle, giving each worshipper the head of the Church of Set in San Francisco was a
in the ritual killing of another human being. In Phoe- opportunity to bite a piece of the heart off and chew it. lieutenant colonel in the Army Reserves in charge of
nix, Arizona, officials found the carcasses of over 140 On the videotape it appeared that the worshippers
records for all Army Reserve personnel. Acquino has
dead dogs and thousands of animal mutilations‘ due to partaking of this cannibalism were developing physical top secret clearance and lectures at Fort Bragg, N.C., as
satanic rituals. A situation in Walnut Grove, Alabama ecstasy. The ceremony then degenerated as the wor- well as other Army bases. He reportedly is presently
involved the discovery of a ritual site complete with shippers discarded their clothing, took blood from the involved in mind control experiments at the University
symbols and satanic graffiti indicating secret meetings body cavity of the corpse, smeared it over their own of Arizona.
He was twice under investigation for
were taking place on a regular basis. Such things as bodies and proceeded to have a sexual orgy.
ritualistic, sexual child abuse at the Presidio in San
666, inverted crosses, closed satanic stars or goat head
Although not every Satanist group completes ritual Francisco. No charges were ever tiled against him. An
stars, the
eye, desecration of churches, refer- human sacrifices, they do partake of a wide variety of adult survivor once told me the U.S. Army is Satan’s
ences to the “beast” and goat’s head with a pentagram abusive sexual activities aimed at destroying inno- army. She made this statement because of the numerits forehead are typical satanic symbols.
cence, which Satan must truly hate because God of ous Satanists in the Army. Her father was in the Army
The Church of Satan, as an established entity, has Christianity loves it. The 20/20 segment documented at the time. There have been ritualistic, child sexual
been officially recognized in California. Its proponent young juveniles less than ten years old, who were drawn molestation cases at West Point, as well as the Presidio
is a man by the name of Anton LaVey who wrote the into active Satan worship by their adult guardians and in San Francisco.
book The New
He is involved in active worship of who assisted in the ritual slaying of other young juve- Satanists.]
Y
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A
60,000

50,000

so

no

no
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active
The FBI reports the number of automobiles stolen
in the United States each year, but they do not keep a
record of the number of persons who disappear. It is
unbelievable that there is more concern for automobiles
than for missing persons.
as 1.8
Only about half are believed to be located and returned
within a year. I have alerted the FBI, the U.S. Department of Justice and members of Congress to this and
suggested that these matters be investigated by the
federal government. My requests have been ignored.
Mr. Ken Lanning, Superior in Charge of the FBI
Behavioral Science Unit, Quantico, Virginia, states
that since there are no bodies, there are no human
sacrifices. He claims Satanism is a religion which is
protected by the
of the
He has publicly stated there are more crimes in
the name of Christianity than there are committed in
the name of Satan.
Many local law enforcement agencies recognize
this problem and are actively investigating. However,
local law enforcement is not equipped to coordinate
this at a national level. A national clearing house is
needed, as well as training and seminars. The FBI
already receives monthly crime statistics from every
law enforcement agency in the country. It would be a
simple matter for the local law enforcement agencies to
add a column to their report for missing persons. [End
of quoting.]
EVIDENCE

VS.

NON-EVIDENCE

Continuing with John Hunt’s manuscript, [quoting:]
Over the years, there has been a lot of misinformation put out that says there is no evidence that ritual
abuse or sacrifices occur and these opinions come from
all corners of the world and every field of endeavor.
Yet, it would seem that the examples listed below show
just the opposite and still people like the FBI’s Ken
Lanning and
say that there is no evidence and/or the memories that
are surfacing are put out there by disreputable doctors,
and another thought is that the people doing the killing

had psychological disorders already and are just using
this as an excuse.
In
April 1994 piece, “The Innocent and the Damned”, writer Gary Cartwright cites the
FBI’s Kenneth Lanning, now retired, as widely debunking the phenomenon of organized satanic ritual
abuse. According to Lanning, Cartwright writes, “Not
a single body part has been produced.”
Recently, for instance, nationally syndicated columnist Molly Ivins wrote, “...social workers who deal
with child abuse have nightmares about the people who
come up with patently false ‘recovered memories’ of
satanic ritual abuse.”
March 13, 1981-A UP1 story reports on the conviction of a Fitchburg, Massachusetts satanic cult high
priest who was found guilty of the ritual killing of a
woman as part of a cult ceremony.
March 5, 1986-Sean Sellers, Oklahoma. Death
Row.
1989-Matamoros,
Mexico-Mark Kilroy and others.
Fall, 1990-Four satanic cult member defectors in
Salida, California, are brutally killed for breaking
away from the cult. After a lengthy trial in Oakland,
California three satanic members responsible for the
killings are now on death row. Two other cult members
got life.
February 18,1992-A
article reports on a
New York satanic cult ritual killing of a young ballerina.
July 28, 1992-CNN reported in Guaratuba, Brazil, the body of 7-year-old Yvando Caetano was found
horribly mutilated.
According to the CNN report,
“Police say he was tortured and sacrificed in a satanic
ritual.” A ritual that reportedly involved the town’s
mayor, his wife, and five other satanic cult members.
May 5, 1994-Three
8 year-old boys were riding
their bikes down a country road in West Memphis,
Arkansas, when they were forced off the road, into
some nearby woods, sexually abused, tortured, then
horribly killed-apparently,
again, by a satanic cult.
According to wire service reports, one of the suspects accused in the murder, Jessie Lloyd Misskelley,
Jr., 17, said the murders were tied to a satanic cult,
which also held regular orgies in the woods, performed
animal sacrifices, and so on. According to a
article, another suspect, Michael Echols, 18,
often carried a cat skull, wrote satanic poems, and
favored wearing all black.
May 5,
reported a priestess of a
drug smuggling cult and “four satanic followers” were
sentenced to lengthy prison terms for the 1989 sayings
(human sacrifices) of 13 people in Matamoros. Mexico.

(Mark Kilroy)
Michael Newman in his extensively researched,
recently released book
writes, “.. .cult
related killers stand convicted of murder in 23 states,
and at least nine foreign countries.” [End quoting.]
In

an article appearing in the March 7, 1989
written by Robert Boyd, [quoting portions:]
IS

ON

They call her Satan’s Cop-the policewoman who
is America’s foremost expert on cults and demonic
rites.
Ten years ago, fellow officers laughed when she
said the devil was on the rampage. Now, thousands of
demon-related crimes later, they listen when she says
that 1989 could be a particularly bad year for satanic
crime.
And when tough, hardened Sandi Gallant says
“bad”, that means trouble, because she has seen the
worst that demonically crazed cults can do.
Sandi believes the police and public have only seen
the tip of a black iceberg. She believes many ritual
crimes go undetected because they involve children.
Says Sandi: “Too often I hear seasoned police
offricers say it simply cannot be true, that some kid must
have made up the whole thing, that this just does not
happen in a civilized worid.
DISBELIEF
“That is precisely what Satanists count on. They
depend on disbelief or fear and ignorance.”
The most conservative estimates place the number
of devil worshipers in America at more than four
A report by the Adam Walsh Center, the
million.
nation’s leading investigative agency into ritual abuses,
says that last year some 10,000 pre-teen American
children were involved in crimes which included sacrificing animals and other demonic cult activities.
The center says last year there were 200 unsolved
ritual murders in the U.S.
Says Sandi: “Just look at my case files. Wizards,
witches, Satanists, sorcerers and voodooists have come
out of the closet and are on the march.”
[End of
quoting.]
In an Associated Press article appearing in the
September 29, 1986 edition of the
News, [quoting, in part:]
POLICE

Dear Friends:
How can
A flood of priceless “Get Well Soon” cards and notes came today
there be so many Godly people who care so much about me! I’m flabbergasted and
embarrassed and so happy about such friends that it simply seems impossible.
Let me stop at this point to point out that all that has happened is simply that I
committed my life and fortune to Aton, Creation, Sananda and Hatonn several years
ago. And look what has happened! Impossible? NO!-not
the way God and Creation
and Sananda operate!
Sincerely,
Dave
Dave Overton
Health South, Rm. #406
1215 Red River St.
Austin, TX 78701

CRIME
TEIE RISE

NOTE

RISE

So many satanic messages and signs of the occult
are being found at Southern California crime
that police officers in increasing numbers are taking
courses on how to recognize them. [End quoting.]
In another article from a 1986 edition of the
written by Edward W. Lempinen,
[quoting:]
OF

MORE
CASES
RITUAL
ABUSE

Bay Area mental health workers said yesterday that
they are seeing more evidence of ritual sexual abuse in
children and in adults who survived intense abuse when
they were young.
New cases of ritual abuse and torture have surfaced
in recent months throughout the Bay Area and Northern California, said therapists and others gathered at
the University of California at Berkeley.
More adult survivors are coming forward after
years of silence because the public is more willing to
believe them, they said. [End of quoting.]

Satanic rituals. No human bones found.
In another article from the
15, 1988 edition of lestation.
written by John Impemba, [quot- Baby sacrifice reported.
ing:]
Bakersfield, September 1985-Child molestation.
Satanic rituals. Baby sacrifice.
POLICE
MULL
CHARGES
Denair, September 1986-Grave
robbery. Antireligious graffiti at High School.
Los Angeles, May 1986-Richard
Ramirez “Night
Stalker”.
14 murders, 36 crimes.
Admitted devil
South Shore police are considering charges against worship. From El Paso, Texas. Captured S/3 l/85.
a group of alleged devil worshippers after the discovery
Los Angeles, June 1985-Animal mutilation. Aniof their “church” inside an abandoned munitions bun- mals stolen from El Camino High School.
ker buried deep in the woods at Wompatuck State Park
Laguna Beach, March 1987-Laguna
Beach High
in Hingham.
School arson and satanic graffiti.
The bizarre find was made by Cohasset and state
Newport Beach, February 1984-5 people stole
environmental police last week when officers stumbled human remains from mausoleums.
upon a dozen satanic worshippers dressed in black
Trinidad, Summer 1985-Cattle muticloaks who were seen leaving the bunker.
lations. 6 cases in Northern New Mexico, 1 in ColoPolice confiscated numerous swords, machetes and rado. 2,000 to 10,000 over the years.
knives, an animal skull and a silver chalice, according
Wilton, October 1985-Satanic
cult
to John Comeau of the state Department of Natural desecrated churches and threatened children.
Resources. [End quoting.]
Dover, November 1986-Letters warning parents of church college students of devil worship.
In an article from the February 10, 1989 edition of
Chicago, December, 1980-Witch scalds
theRecordSearchlightfromRedding,
California, writ- roommate, left to die for 6 days.
ten by George Winship, [quoting:]
Chicago, 1982-Tylenol?
Chicago, February 1985-18 murders by 4 men in
cult. Slash and use body parts in rituals.
Rockford, March 1986-Murder
of women. Man
convicted member of cult and under influence of devil.
Red Bluff-A reward of $10,000 is offered for the
Iowa: Des Moines, January 1980-Cattle mutilaarrest and conviction of a man who allegedly abducted tion. Confirmed cults.
a Red Bluff attorney at gunpoint in a child custody case
Savannah, February 1987-Animal muthat may be linked to Satanism and ritualistic abuse.
tilation.
“That’s the only motive we can see,” Red Bluff
Alfred, May 1984-18-year-old
killed a
police Detective Ted Wiley said today of the Feb. 2 12-year-old. Labeled devil worshiper.
kidnapping of Cynthia Angell, 32,
Bath, August 1983-Church
vandalism by satanic
Ms. Angel1 and her husband, Anthony Edwards, cults.
also an attorney, are offering the reward.
Baltimore, November 1986:Church
The man allegedly threatened Ms. Angell’s life vandals-also
happened 10 years ago.
several times if she continued to investigate links
Damascus, November 1986-Arson at satanic cult
between a Tehama County child custody case and a San house of below teens [subteens].
Francisco Bay Area children’s day school.
Mt. Airy, May 1985-Cemetery
vandalism. Stole
baby’s body. Teen involved (5) living in Damascus and
The man told Ms. Angel1 that she was investigating
something that she shouldn’t and showed her a photo- Gathersberg.
graph of a baby whose skin had been partially removed,
Fall River, February 198 l-Pimp
Wiley said.
Accused ripped
and cult killing of prostitute.
“It looked like it could have been an autopsy photo, prostitute’s head from torso with bare hands.
but the man said it was a child who had been killed
Waltham, April 1980-Killing
of at least 2 young
during a satanic ritual,” Ms. Angel1 told police. [End women.
of quoting.]
Monroe, February 1986-Teens in suspetted cult killed another youth on witches’ sabbath.
Returning to Ted Gunderson’s manuscript, quoting Satanic paraphernalia found. 3 high schools involved.
a section labeled simply:
Shelby Township, February 1987; January 1987;
November 1986-Arson
and graffiti at Episcopal
church.
Minneapolis, February 1977-16-yearGuntersville, April 1986-Cattle
muti- old girl threatened to be sacrificed. Initiated as pros.
lations. Warning to cattlemen: previous attacks reported on cattle and goats.

a

a

Tucson, October 1986-Animal
sacrifice warning.
Previous goat incident.
Confirmed
satanic activity involving teens.
Rogers, May 1978-Animal
mutilation
and sacrifice.
Atascadero, April 1985-Child
mo-

titute and sacrifice.
Mount Vernon, May 1985-Vandalism
at churches. 20 teens involved suspected of recruiting
children and teens.
New
Chaparral, February 1981-Threats
and vandalism
teens to church.
Deming, March 1987-Fear of suicides during full
moon by teens.
Albuquerque, May 1986-Teen
killed father who
destroyed his satanic materials.
New
Eatontown, November 1984-Thefts
at churches in area.
New Brunswick, June 1986-Graveyard
vandalism.
New
New York City, June 1980-Raid on
Bronx apartment rescuing 62 animals intended for
animal sacrifice.
Long Island, July 1984-“Knights
of the Black
Circle’* vandalism, murder of 17-year-old. Gouged out
eyes.
Ohio: Cincinnati, February 1987-Cult suspected
in severing legs from murdered woman. Update from
Terry. Woman trying to defect from one cult to another.
Toledo, March 1985-Cult suspected in killing 50
to 60 people in sacrifices.
Cincinnati, July 1986-Man held TV station hostage. Claimed from Japanese cult “Satan rules the
world”.
Cleveland, June 1979-Leader of satanic cult. Tried
to hire hit man to kill President Carter.
Logan, October 1982-2 teens dismembered.
Marysville, December 1984-Animal mutilations.
Muskogee, May 1986ARumors of
satanic cult spreading through town.
Oklahoma City, March 1986-17-year-old
killed
mother and stepfather. Deeply involved with cult.
Albany, March 1986-Books
in library
on Satan and devil worship. Town upset.
Maynardville, March 1986-Murder
of mother and 15-year-old daughter. Stabbed 41 times.
Greeneville, August 1986-Animal
mutilations.
blood. Know cult exists,
Granbury, January 1984-Infant’s
body
found in black box owned by devil-worshipping teen.
Fort Worth, December 1984-6 women disappear.
May tie in with 30 other deaths.
_ El Paso, September 1985-Home
of Richard
Ramirez. Stolen jewelry, etc. found at sister’s home.
Houston, October 1980-Man caught with S-yearold boy as satanic initiation,
Seattle, December 1984-Animal
mutilations. Cult members spotted.
February 1987-“Finders”
organization.
Found in Florida with kids. More of a
cult-commune.
Amsted, October 1986-Rumors

of satanic cult activity on Halloween.

[End quoting.]

In an article appearing in the July 1982 edition of
condensed from
by
Gary Turbak, [quoting:]
100.000

About 8:30 A.M. on January 7, 1980, Katheleen
Mancil drove her daughter Marian Batson to school in
Inverness, Fla. “See you tonight,” Katheleen called as
the petite, blue-eyed 16-year-old stepped from the car.
But she did not see Marian that night. Or the next.
Or the next.
No one remembers seeing Marian after she left her
mother’s car. The day after her disappearance, her
purse was found in a trash can about 25 miles from the
swelling ranks of children
school. She had joined
simply labeled “missing”.
Sheila and Katherine Lyon, ages 13 and 11, journeyed to a suburban shopping center on March 25,
1975, and were never seen again. In early October
1980, two-year-old Brandy Barlow vanished from her
front yard. The list goes on.
Probably the most publicized missing-child case of
late has been that of six-year-old Etan Patz. On May
25, 1979, Etan walked alone for the first time to his
Manhattan school-bus stop and has not been seen since.
Methodical searches with bloodhounds, helicopters,
psychics, and phalanxes of police have failed to turn up
any clues.
These are not isolated cases. Everyone close to the
missing-child problem agrees that it is a large oneand growing. Statistics, however, are tough to come by.
Boundaries between runaways, parental kidnap victims
and children stolen by strangers tend to blur.
The best estimates are that about a million American youngsters leave home each year, with 90 percent
returning in two weeks.
100,000
25,000
100,000
title wus
1982.1 “Kids who just disappear
present a big problem that people had better start
opening their eyes to,” says Det. Sgt. Dick Ruffino of
the Bergen County, New Jersey, Sheriffs Office.
Yet no single U.S. agency concerns itself exclusively with missing children on a national scale. Automobiles, handguns and silverware can be registered,
traced and recovered more easily than children. “Our
priorities are mixed up,” says Ken Wooden, director of
the National Coalition for Children’s Justice. “If someone steals a car, he can be traced and caught because we
have a computer system for tracing stolen cars. But
children apparently aren’t that important to us.” [End
of quoting.]
In a
1984 edition of
STOLEN

appearing in the March 19,
[quoting:]
CHILDREN

Thousands of youngsters are abducted
by strangers-and
only a few are ever found.
Has anyone seen Kevin Collins? Kevin is lo-yearsold and 4 feet 6 inches tall, with brown hair, green eyes
and a cheerful disposition. When he vanished without
a trace after basketball practice in St. Agnes School in
San Francisco on Feb. 10, the assumption was that he
had been abducted, and the city responded with all the
shocked, if usually short-lived, attentiveness such outrages provoke. While San Francisco police conducted
a massive, round-the-clock search for the missing boy,
volunteers distributed more than 100,000 fliers carrying his picture, the school offered $2,000 for information leading to his return and Mayor Dianne Feinstein
posted an additional reward of $5,000.

Kevin’s parents, meanwhile, offered the only thing
they could, a public appeal to his abductor that seemed
all the more wrenching for the self-control it must
required. “We are not interested in seeking justice or
punishment,” said David and Ann Collins on local TV.
“We are only interested in his safe return. We love our
son and we need him.” A month has passed without a
hint of the boy’s whereabouts.
Of the approximately
1.8
million children who are reported missing each year,
90 to 95 percent are likely to be runaways or youngsters
abducted by a parent involved in a custody fight. By
widely varying estimates, anywhere from 6,000 to
50,000 missing children are, like Kevin Collins, presumed to
victims of “stranger abduction”, a crime of
predatory cruelty usually committed by pedophiles,
pornographers, black-market-baby peddlers or childless psychotics bidding desperately for parenthood.
Only a few cases are solved. Even fewer strangerabducted children are recovered alive. [End quoting.]

The above articles were written in the early 1980s.
Can you imagine what the numbers are today?
When various individuals and agencies hold up the
“no-evidence” theory concerning the existence of satanic activity amidst the overwhelming “body of evidence”, only a portion of which you have just read, why
doesn’t anyone question the obvious lie and cover-up
taking place?
Why will FBI representative Kenneth Lanning’s
opinion be held up to the world as gospel, which flies
in the very face of the evidence at hand?
Why do the very agencies set up for protection of
the people end up serving to suppress evidence rather
than examining it?
Kenneth V. Lanning, Supervisory Special Agent,
Behavioral Science Instruction and Research Unit, FBI
Academy, Quantico, Virginia wrote an article which
appeared in the October 1989 edition of
Lanning reaches the following conclusions in
his article, titled “Satanic, Occult, Ritualistic Crime:
A Law Enforcement Perspective”. [Quoting, in part:]
Until hard evidence is obtained and corroborated,
the American people should not be frightened into
believing that babies are being bred and eaten, that
50,000 missing children are being murdered in human
sacrifices, or that Satanists are taking over America’s

day care centers. ’ No one can Drove with absolute
certainty that such activity has notoccurred. However,
burden of proof, as it would be in a criminal
prosecution, is on those who claim that it
occurred.
As law enforcement agencies evaluate and decide what
they can or should do about satanic and occult activity
in their communities, they might also consider
deal with the hype and hysteria ofthe “antiSatantists.”
The overreaction to
problem can clearly be worse
than the problem. An unjustified crusade against
perceived as Satanists could result in wasted resources,
unwarranted damage to reputations and disruption of
civil liberties. [End of quoting.]
What Mr. Lanning fails to recognize, obviously,
are the rights of the children being sacrificed.
What about the rights of
parents to these children?
What about the crimes of kidnapping, torture, rape,
pornography, ritual
murder and cannibalism
within these saianic groups? And he talks about violating civil rights? People, this is NUTS! And yet, Mr.
Lanning’s reports, due to the position he holds within
the FBI, are held up as absolute on
subject-carved
forever in stone. And so, many law enforcement personnel use his input as their directive and investigations never get to second base.
In the next part of this series, I will explore more
deeply the inner workings of Satanism. Later in this
series, Mr. Lanning’s work will be more closely scrutinized, as well as commentary from those who take great
exception with him.
When entire law enforcement agencies within our
government structure turn a blind-eye to a problem of
this magnitude, what does that say for our society as a
whole?
At what point does the system itself become a major
part of the problem, rather than being a major part of
the solution7
What internal checks and balances are there to
insure that the agencies themselves are held accountable in alleged service to
Alas, it’s an imperfect world and one in which the
New World Order is all but a finished reality. Perhaps
it’s better to just turn down the bed, curl up, and go back
to sleep-but
I don’t think so. As long as freedom of
speech and thought are still somewhat a reality, these
questions must not only be put forth but they must be
given serious consideration.
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tional security adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski.. . [As

“RIGHTS
VS “HATE

GROUPS”
GROUPS”

GOOD?

BETTER

Which group are YOU in? They’re playing with
words again, aren’t they. They must see a threat to
Here’s an article from the June 5-I 1 issue of THE
Another con job on the gullible: The foxes erect a their power games to be worked
like this. The first
memorial to all the (little red) hens they have slaugh- paragraph says it all-from
the June 4 issue of THE
about the establishment of a multi-story museum and tered-or
perhaps it is really a tribute to themselves!
GAZETTE MONTREAL, [quoting:1
WINNIPEG-Canadian
human-rights
agencies
research facility in Washington D.C. called the Vic- At any rate, closer inspection reveals a different picture
“good
are seeking more powtims of Communism Memorial Foundation.
Now, at than at first glance.
erful remedies against the growing poison of hate and
first glance, this may sound like a swell idea-“at last,
intolerance
public acknowledgment of the carnage left in the wake
of Communisml” “ Something tobalance the Holocaust
propaganda!” Well, let’s take a second, more penetrating look. It’s written by Lee Edwards, President of the
Wow1 Great news, huh? A mass movement of
kSOCKER
H
Foundation, [quoting:]
American men dedicating themselves to God. I am
S5 NI
For
awfully skeptical when it comes to “mass movements”President Bill Clinton andHouse Speaker Newt Gingrich can’t remember ever seeing anything good come of
This article is taken from the Sydney, NSW
are agreed on one thing: There should be a memorial one- how about you? This article by Larry Witham
in Washington for the countless victims of Commu- also comes from the June 5-l 1 issue of
From THE SUNDAY TELEGRAPH (1/1/95),quote:
nism.
a
(quotThe mentally disabled and elderly may be forcibly
Which is why Mr. Gingrich co-sponsored and the ing:]
More than 50,000 men at Washington, B.C.‘s EFK removed from their own homes by police under sweeppresident signed Public Law 103-199, which authorized the construction of an “appropriate international
Stadium on May 27 heard the message that “men of ing reforms to guardianship legislation. The proposed
memorial: forthevictims ofCommunismintheNation’s
integrity” must kneel before God with promises to be changes to the 1987 Act would give the “NSW GuardCapital, where millions of tourists and every President moral, help their churches
the New ianship Board” the power to issue warrants...against
and Member of Congress can visit it.
serve society, and care for their fami- their wishes or those of their relatives...empowering
lies. During 12 hours of Promise Keepers ministry designated persons or police officers
enter the
In their deliberate mass murder of civilians, the sessions, the roars heard over the stadium walls were premises... and take them to have the appropriate
Communists are the world’s blood-stained champions.
not for touchdowns, but for such encouragements as: assessment...to invite help from the office of the Public
Guardian was to risk losing all say in what happens to
According to conservative estimates, well over 100 “Go ahead, guys. Glorify Him again.”
million people have been wantonly murdered by the
Based on a call to keep seven promises, the crusade a spouse, mother, father, son or daughter. “When You
Communist dictators of the Soviet Union, China, Cam- has assembled more than a half-million men at 12 are talking about a bureaucracy being able to take
bodia, Vietnam, Eastern Europe and Cuba since the stadium events...Promise
Keepers was conceived in control of hundreds of millions of dollars and assets,
Bolshevik Revolution of 1917.
1990 by University of Colorado football coach Bill youcan see the attraction” [said one protest organrzerl.
McCartney, who left the post early this year to head End of
quote.
Like other UN based legislation that gives extreme
what now is a $22 million annual ministry. This year
80
the ministry has 175 national staffers, seven state legal powers to bureaucratic boards, people can be
The
is to compelled to appear before the Board and names cannot
a
offices, and 11,000 local volunteers.
a

The killing continues in Communist
countries like China today.
The Memorial’s purposes are:
* To commemorate the more than 100 million
innocent people who did at the hands of Lenin, Mao and
their followers.
* To educate
visitors to the
Nation’s Capital, particularly young
people, about Communism and why America and other
nations fought and won the Cold War, at such great
expense in blood and treasure.
* To research and study the effects of Communism
on those it has controlled and still controls....[Now
do

The Memorial will not be just a statue in a park
At its center will be a multi-story museum and
research facility that will feature artifacts like a barracks in the Soviet Gulag, a section of the Berlin Wall,
and a cell of the “Hanoi Hilton”. There will be oral
histories, original documents, a documentary films
that will detail the Communist holocaust fromits bloody
birth in 1917...[What do

In the 16 months since the signing ofP.L. 103-199,
and under the effective chairmanship
of Amb. Lev E. Dobriansky.. . [
a

Among the Foundation’s

advisers are.. .former na-

be disclosed without Board permission. The only alternative authority is an expensive appeal to the Supreme
Court. They lie without hesitation, act without passion, suppress information and are able to exercise
powers at least the equal of those we hear of in the more
primitive of Communist nations.
We should all be warned to do everything possible
to keep ourselves and loved family clear of all such
government agencies. However there is not a lot we can
do when they move in except to remember that these
government agencies are the result of our own reluctance to control our own government. [Goodpoint.]
POLITICAL
IMPLICATIONS
WEIRD
WEATHER

OF

As we
readers know, the various factions of the power Elite are no strangers to treacherous
weather-control devices, nor are they shy about using
them to play “tit for tat” games with each other at our
expense. Russia got a wallop of an
earthquake-the
one that didn’t
“quake’‘-and,
as the ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL (6/l/95) headline
declares:
“MOSCOW
RECORD

and spying on American citizens. Long
after the war, Hoover kept up the arrangement under
which the British
bug American citizens in the
U.S. while the FBI would return the favor
bugging
homes and offices of British nationals in Britain. The
intelligence services would then simply swap their
information,”

push at this week’s economic summit for an international bankruptcy plan to deal quickly and effectively
with future Mexican-style
crises. They are seeking agreement on a revolutionary
proposal that would allow countries
facing massive debts to, in effect, declare bankruptcy
much as private companies and individuals do. That is
one of several U.S. initiatives to
handling
of future financial crises,

“,

BANKER
BAILOUT:
INTERNATIONAL
BANKRUPTCY
PLAN
PROPOSED

It grew out of the sinking of the Mexican peso,
when the Clinton Administration had to overcome
strong objections from Congress and its allies to put
together a $50 billion rescue package.

This AP article comes from the June 14 issue of the
[quoting:]
HALIFAX, Nova Scotia-The
United States will

SIZZLES
IN
HEAT
WAVE”

A few days later,
(6/6/95) announced:
“QUIRKY, SURPRISING, DANGEROUS: Hurricanes in June come out of
nowhere, their paths are
.”
It’s raining here in the Valley of
Radiance {extremely rare in June)hail yesterday, snow at the higher elevations!
DERSHOWITZ
BEWARE
BRITISH

SEZ:
SPIES

The June 5 issue of
has this to report, [quoting:]
Writing in the May 19
les
Harvard law professor Alan
Dershowitz warned that the
British secret services may still be
spying on American citizens inside
the U.S. under a little-known intelligence arrangement worked out between J. Edgar Hoover and the British
during World War II. Reviewing a
book by John Loftus and Mark Aarons
called

Japanese Prime Minister Tomiichi Murayama {A- 11) and President Clinton (A-traitor) at odds at Halifax summit.

Dershowitz reported that during the war, Hoover
seized upon FDR’s authorization of British “listening
Have you been wondering what former Speaker
posts” in the U.S. to set up a system for evading the U.S. Tom Foley has been
handsomely paid off to leave quietly and allow for the
“Actually, officer, I didn’t meteoric rise ofthe Newt] last fall? He’s not been reduced to
notice my wife was missing dumpster diving-not quite. This tidbit is from the 5/29-6/4
until I got hungry.”
issue of the
[quoting:]
Former House Speaker Thomas S. Foley, now a
Washington lawyer, had a first-class seat on a recent
flight from Washington to Dallas-Fort Worth. On the
floor next to him was a black duffel bag holding personal items and several plastic bags, some containing
food “Crackers, peanuts, that kind of thing,” noted the
woman who sat directly adjacent to Mr. Foley. “He had
a peanut stash from other flights, other airlines; segrestashes of food.”
It was when the flight-attendant took Mr. Foley’s
breakfast order that the woman, a frequent-flyer who

works in the ethics field, began to pay closer attention.
“He started off by ordering two breakfasts-salmon
and
the other [entree]. It’s not unusual to order two meals,
but it’s a little different,” she said. “What was incredible was that, in between the meals, he ordered multiple
bagels and muffins. When he got the bagels, he’d take
out the Ziploc bags and start putting them away. He
was stashing the food1 He ordered at least four bagels
and two or three muffins. He would say to the gal, “Can
I have two bagels right now?”
“But it was most peculiar when he suddenly took
one of his unopened breakfast trays and put the entire
thing into a Ziploc bag, including [standard stainless]
silverware!
I thought, “This is really bizarre.”
[I
a

the more concentrated the sugar solution fed to newborns before blood tests, the less they cried, says the
study, published in today’s issue of

probably would have excited little more than some
amusing gossip in local coffee shops. But the Herman
Malcontent
will’s reach has exceeded its grasp.
Today’s (6116195)
NEWScontains an article
America-the
conspiracy-suspecting,
tax-hating, government-baiting, antisocial segment [Whew!
CONTACT ‘s
by John H. Cushman Jr., [quoting:]
so relentlessly news-feabook, Food Secrets and
WASHINGTON-Reflecting
widespread uneasitured since the Oklahoma bombing-is on to the Herman
3121195
ness over the risks of contaminated drinking water, Other Secret War Fronts
will. Its members believe the will is valid. They want
federal health and environmental authorities suggested
a piece of it. And they know that you-know-who is
VIDEO
GAME
VIOLENCE
Thursday that people with the AIDS virus or other
A REALITY
trying to stop them.
conditions that lower their immunity to diseases
Mrs. Herman, who is known in the malcontent,
want to drink only boiled, filtered or bottled water.
Concerns are raised from time to time over video underground media as “Grandma”, claims that her late
The cautiously worded guidance, issued by the
Senate subcommittee even held hear- husband was not a carpenter, but a “deep cover” CIA
Environmental Protection Agency and the Centers for game violence-a
Disease Control and Prevention, came after months of ings on the subject after the release of “Mortal Kombat” agent involved in federally approved drug-running.
studying how to protect vulnerable
groups from in 1993. But the “games” grow ever more gruesome She believes her husband was kidnapped and murdered
and deadly as technology offers increasing realism to as part of a government conspiracy to not only cover up
cryptosporidium, an infectious parasite that frequently
contaminates public water supplies.
a the medium. That’s the subject of this article from a the drug-running but also to deny her husband and her
their rightful claim to vast sums of money owed them by
recent issue of the
[quoting:]
Americans are expected to spend over $10 billion that same government.
this year in interactive entertainment. [See
us!!] Once the sole province of
a
CONTACT
many
video games are now being bought by men in their 20s
3/7/95
o/CONTACT, p. 40.1
and 30s. Little research has been done to gauge the
GRANDMA’S
RESPONSE
effects of the fast-evolving interactive medium. But
TO THE
experts say the very nature of interactivity-in
which
the player is invited to identify with the protagonist and
Due to space constraints, I will share some of the
often becomes physically and emotionally engaged in
the game-makes it a more compelling force than other highlights of Grandma’s letter to Mr. Howard Tyner,
Editor of the
[quoting:]
media.
Your reporter was given. a story which needed
“People have long been put in the position of
spectator at violent events,” said Brian Stonehill, di- desperately to be told. The story he was told was about
rector of media studies at Pomona College in Claremont. Mr. Herrmann’s involvement in the Central Intelli“This takes you out of the role of spectator and into the gence Agency’s shenanagins in South Central America,
Guatemala, Honduras, San Salvador, etc. [Many derole of murderer.”
Through the one-way glass, you can see the young tails follow.] This is a lot different story than was
Asian agent writhing in pain. Still, she refuses to talk. printed. It had been agreed that “1 would be allowed to
You are not a violent person. But you know what you preview and edit before publication because I did not
have to do. You are, after all, a CIA recruit who has want any misleading statements or untruths printed.”
discovered a plot to assassinate the U.S. president. You Your paper printed what is nothing more than a
turn up the voltage. She screams...So goes the interacscandal sheet reeking of yellow
tive revolution.
journalism...The only truth you printed was the seal of
do
the nation of Peru, which verifies the legitimacy of the
certificate/contract!
[End of quoting.]
LATEST
WARNING
ABOUT
DRINKING
WATER

NEW
WORLD
FLU VACCINE

ORDER
KIDS:
FOR NEWBORNS

No, nothing is sacred to the One World Elitecertainly not newborn “human resources”. This article
appeared in the June 6 issue of the
[quoting:]
The Haemophilus influenzae Type b (Hib) vaccine,
which prevents a bacterial infection that was once a
major cause of childhood illness and death, can be
safely given to newborns,
shows. The American Academy of Pediatrics recommends that the vaccine be given no earlier than age 2 months, with a
booster at 12 to 15 months. The Finnish researchers
gave a combination Hib-tetanus vaccine to 120 healthy
babies who were 2 days old, and found no adverse
effects from giving the vaccination earlier.
a
a

CONTACT

That was the headline for this article from the same
June 6 issue of the
[quoting:]
LONDON-Just
a spoonful of sugar helps newborns’ pain go down, according to a
study. “We
feel babies’ first introductions to life are painful experiences and have been looking at ways to reduce the
pain. Sucrose (table sugar) has been one of the most
successful,” said Dr. Malcolme Levene. The new findings further previous research by demonstrating that

Grandma also “WRITES ‘RITES”’ (excerpted):
Dear
and Readers;
Today is June 13, 1995, and I must tell you a very
untruthful story was printed in regards to Russell
Herman and the will in the
CuriF.B.I.
REPORTS
ALARMING
RISE
ously, even though they had the photos of Russell’s
IN MURDERS
BY TEEN-AGE
BOYS
body, they quoted the Marion Veteran’s Hospital and
A recent
article fills in stated he died of cancer.. .?
Also included in this article was a photo of the
some gaps in the previous story, [quoting:]
seals of the nation of Peru, which
WASHINGTON-Crimes
reported to police dipped national/international
in 1994 for the third consecutive year, the FBI said is upon the documents of the gold certificate...stating:
Sunday. But experts said the figures hide trouble ahead “Se legaliza la firma, que antecedes” and “Se legaliza
as teen-age boys became killers at alarming rates. la firma, no el contiendo”. Perhaps in their omnipo“...the rate at which boys are committing crimes, par- tence and God-like statures of “Make news, don’t tell
the truth”, they did, in fact, do more to affirm the
ticularly homicide, is skyrocketing.”
legitimacy of the certificate and the will than they had
intended-they
published the “seal”.
Thanks to all of you who send in the wonderful
mounds of news articles!
“,

UlV,?? S FEATURE

On June 13, the
printed a
hefty article about Russell Herman’s will, written in
super-condescending
style by Wes Smith. Here are a
few snippets, [quoting:]
The magnanimity of the Herman will is astounding, particularly in light of the fact that apparently the
only thing of any value that Herman possessed upon his
death Aug. 29, 1994 was joint ownership in a battered
1983 Oldsmobile Toronado.
Lacking any monetary
foundation, and no legal standing, the strange will

Ronn had a few choice words for the author of that
article, [quoting:]
Since 1863 to current times, there have been issued, by the federal government or its members, 210
Certificates, such as you recently denounced as being
fraudulent and non-existent.
I have in my possession
and control 183 of those Certificates and in the near
future, I intend to return them to their rightful owners,
the people of this country. At that time you can kiss off
the
and any other like publication
which circumvents the spirit of freedom in any way.
Have a nice day.
In Light and Freedom,

A HistoricalOverviewOf The
OccultConspiracy
6
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PRESIDENT
WILSON
(Wolfsohn>
OF
THE
“RED
ZIONIST
OCTOPUS”
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David Emerson GuMaCr has given us permission to
use his name (but we have no address) so we have no
place to tell you to write if you wish to contact him.
Perhaps he would give us such as a postal box or a
friend so that your appreciation for his work can be
expressed. At this time we have a lot of information
about his past works and are happy to be able to have
permission to share that with you. We will handle it
differently, however, than is usual- by offering the
information at the end of our sharing rather than
interrupt in the middle here. He also provides us with
other documents with permission to share those, too.
We are in great appreciation.
Mr. GuMaCr doesn’t
“take”
so it is through kind friends that he
gets his own copies of the publication content. He
wondered why we had not used the name, etc., under the
ASSUMPTION that with all the information given we
were certainly “given permission”. No, sorry, readers,
WE NO LONGER ASSUME
We are now
being threatened with a suit for printing a poem from a
twin sister whose “other” half asked us to print it and
did in fact send a “gift” to cover the “cost” (77). Oh my,
we do have an uphill struggle, friends. Let us just say
here about David Emerson
GuMatr-HE
HAS
CREDENTIALS AND BACKGROUND TO CONFIRM
AND PROVE THAT WHICH HE OFFERS AND WE
ARE HONORED TO BE ALLOWED THE SERVICE
OF PRINTING THE MATERIAL.
Unless you can
KNOW the actors on this stage of expression-you
can’t play your roles properly for you are but ignorant
“extras” scattered about the scenery.
[QUOTING,

PART
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by David Emerson GuMatr
Continuing

with: Architecture

of Freemasonry.

President
Wilson, a Freemason and
a crypto-Sephardic
Jew (nee:
was complc,ely dominated
and blackmailed by the Red
octopus,
Zionist
whose grasping tentacles were even then
beginning to grab and
control virtually all
the levers of real
power in Washington, D. C., having
long before captured
New York and other
centers of commerce
in the United States.
And as earlier mentioned,
this Conspiracy has always
provided the blood in
the streets as an effective diversion from
the
International
Bankers and their cohorts, whoreallypull
the strings.
Due to
his indiscreet earlier
sexual escapades with
a married
woman,
and the damning
“Peck Letters”, President Wilson. was
forced by his British
Rothschild
blackmailers to.uppoint one
of their trusted Jewish agents,
to the U.S.
Supreme
Court,
which then began the
long-term
subtle
takeover of that judi-

(From the book
191O-191 7, by Arthur S. Link; New York: Harper, 1954.)

cial branch of government,
the eventual subversion
of the
Following
Brandeis to the Court would soon come an even more
dangerous fellow Tribesman,
a man who was rightly described at the time as =a
damned Bolshevik”.
As Commander-in-Chief
of the Armed Forces, and
supposedly the most powerful political leader in the
United States (if not the world), President Thomas
Woodrow Wilson nevertheless admitted privately toward the end of his presidency, “There is a power
somewhere so organized, so subtle, so watchful, so
interlocked, so complete, so pervasive that they [their
enemies] better not speak above their breath when they
speak in condemnation of it.” Even earlier, around
1915, Wilson was heard to say (ins&o vote, of course):
“World power is now concentrated in the hands of a few
incredibiy wealthy, incredibly powerful men, owing
allegiance to no nation or ideal. They no longer make
any
of who they are, or their goals. They canbe
defeated only if knowledge of their activities and methods reaches enough people in time.” And that was fully
80 years ago! imagine their incredible control mow.
But President Wilson was neither the first nor the
last such person to speak of this alien threat, for in
19 11, as we read in Des Griffin’s excellent Descenf
Into
( 1980), the outspoken Mayor of New York,
John F. Hylan, stated that: “The real menace of our
Republic is the i=visi& guvep#nrcrtr which, like a
great octopus, sprawls its slimy length over our city,
state and nation.
At the head is a small group of
banking houses, generally referred to as ~international
bankers’.” Some 20 years later, Congressman Louis T.
McFadden, lo~8time Chairman of the Banking and
Curmn~ committee, stated that these Rothschild International Bankers were, in fact, “a
~@~~~~ofrAese U~~~~
That and other such
revealing statements by this truly courageous American patriot resulted in his eventual
by poison.
think
the throat of a couple of people in order

are
the

a

at what

As for the British Intelligence agent Sir William
Wiseman, at the height of the War he was among that
“dark crew” of conspirators who materially helped
Trotsky on his way back to Czarist Russia, at the behest
of the Rothschild-controlled
British Government. But
as if that weren’t indictment eno#g!t against this detestable cretin, Wiseman is also known to have withheld important intelligence information that his operatives bad uncovered, regarding. German saboteurs who
were believed to be operating on the shipping docks in
New York, until the U.S. Government officially entered
the fray on the side of Great Britain. At the start of that
war in 1914, which began on the 600th Anniversary of
the deatb of DeMolay and the 100th Anniversary of the
formation of the Guelphic Order, fully half of all
Americans could actually trace their ancestry back to
Germany, and it was feared by the British that the U.S.
Government would at the last minute enter the war 011

DEVASTATING

BUT

AVOIDABLE

is devastating but avoidable war, which only
really knotted
the Jewish Zionists and their Communist cousins, resulted in the needless deaths of

116,s 16 American military personnel and the wounding of another 204,000. So openly brazen were the
Freemasonic-Zionist conspirators who had so carefully
planned WW-I, that they also arranged for it to
at
exactly “the 11th hour of the 11th day of the 1 lth
month” in the year 1918. Numerologically speaking,
I1 is a master number, and if you add the three 11s
together you come up with 33 [as in 33”]. It also
drained many billions out of the U.S. Treasury and into
the pockets of the Rothschild/Rockefeller
Cartels. At
the close of the war, Wiseman was ordered to stay on as
an agent-in-place, and he then joined the powerfullyconnected Jewish banking firm of Kuhn Loeb 62.Company in New York. But who among
have ever
of this stinking little weasel?
After the conflict was terminated, the Germans
were subdued, and all the bodies were properly hidden
from view at Flanders Field and elsewhere across Europe and America, the Conspirators happily convened
the Paris Peace Talks at the stark and dismal Palace of
Versailles during 1919. And there, they happily began
the process of humiliating and punishing Christian
Germany, which had actually been suckered
this
war in the first place. At this conference, posing as
private secretary to BritishPrimeMinister
David Lloyd

George, was
Philip
a direct descendant of
Amschel Rothschild (on the distaff side) and a member
of the Privy Council. The Sassoon Family, by the way,
have long ~~~erno~~~y~d~~
Jewishftiy
in all ofAsia, and in fact control theorient as partners
of the Rothschilds.
Sitting beside the French Prime
Minister, Clemenceau (a Freemason), was
clever
Jewish adviser
(alias George
Mardel), There was then the secretary to President
Wilson,
finally, apparently needing no secretary, was the Italian Minister
of Foreign Affairs Baron Sidney Sonnino, who was
himself halfJewish. Serving as official interpreter was
the Jew,
while the Conference’s military
advisor was the Jew,
other words, it
stacked deck. Controlling this whole charade, we find,
was the above-mentioned
which, from
its privileged sanctuary in The City of London, seems
to run just about everything in Europe (and now also
America}. At that time, however, as revealed by the
indefatigable Eustace Mullins, this Privy Council was
(Father of Victor) and consisted of Sir Edwin
(who was born in Germany and later
raised to the highest council in all of Britain),
(own& of Shell Oil
Company 1,
Caswi, and
Reading).
All, of
course, were either
Ashkenazi
or
Sephardic Jews.
Furthermore, it
has been reliably retbat as a direct result of World
War I and the Bolshevik takeover of
Russia,
of
France alone made
$100 million for his
part in all this turNow how
moil.
much do you suppose
that wonld come to
per French soldier
dead or maimed?
Jumping ahead
still further in time,
through the Twenties and Thirties up
to World War II,
there was yet another
important
very
Rothschild
agent
(out of a roster of
many thousands)
his
did
who
damndest as well to
subvert our nation at
the behest of British
Intelligence,
while
posing on the surface
as a loyal helpmate.
His name was
Operating with the full
approval of PresiFranklin
dent
Delano Roosevelt, in
1940 Stephenson set
up the
headquarters

at

(where else?) in New York City to liaise with American
Intelligence against Nazi Germany. While there, he
worked closely with the Rockefeller Family, primarily
Nelson (who, as Roosevelt’s Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, was busy using the war as a convenient
cover to subvert and destabilize all of Latin America for
his crwn personal gain). Although this will come as a
big surprise to the author of
(a great
of this British
maggot), Sir Stephenson was, of course, not only a proSoviet Leftist, he was a flaming homosexual pervert to
boot. (Sorry about that, Bo, guess the CIA never got
around to telling you.)
Sir William Stephenson, who was also admired by J.
Edgar Hoover, has been immortalized by the British as “The
Man Called Intrepid”, a folk-hero of their Secret Intelligence
Service. One of his most trusted aides in New York was
a long-time member of the Communist
Party of Great Britain (CPGB) and a Soviet Espionage agent.
Comrade Belfmge was but one of at least twelve known Soviet
sympathizers on the statI of the BSC there at Rockefeller
Center, who were anything but loyal to the United States.

carryingonsimilar subversioninthe United States. Hisname student at the University of Washington, he became a
A longtime employee of the U.S. member ofthe
(YPSL).
Government Printing ORice in Washington, the FBI amassed Fortunately for me, however, he fully recovered from
some 40 confidential reports on his Communist espionage
brainwashing.
activitiesandforwardedthem to the Justice Department. But
Rothschild
not removed from
sensitive position until
a
other
hisRedbackgroundwasfinallypubliclyexposedbytheSenate
with
Permanent Investigations Subcommittee in 1953,
Senator Joseph McCarthy.
Rothschild
Atter exposing hundreds of
such
oneratinn within
U.S. Government,
a vote of 67 to
Senatorial colleagues voted to 30,3931
“condemn” this valiant man. But McCarthy~continued to
stand firm against Communism, giving his last formal speech
Raised with the proverbial golden spoon in his
on February 9,1957, exactly seven years after he hadbegun his
campaign to awaken America. On the evening of May 1st mouth, and surrounded by all the standard intrigues
while convalescing from a bout of hepatitis at Bethesda Naval that the Rothschild Dynasty had been infamous for
Hospital in Maryland, the courageous Senator was quietly since the late 17OOs, young Victor was not yet seven
administered
by persons years old when his insatiable family helped orchestrate
and soon died, yet another unsung hero lost in the and finance the Khazar-Bolshevik Revolution that overongoing tight for America. Eight years earlier, the CIA had threw the world’s largest Christian nation, Czarist
murdered Secretary of Defense James Forrestal in that same Russia. Nor was he then old enough to realize that
hospital (which appears to be a key exterminution
Great Britain (or at least its hidden Jewish Zionist
Forrestal had been working on an
had earlier nurtured and given refuge to Karl
Another such expose of Soviet espionage rings in the Pentagon and treason Marx, Nicholai Lenin, Leon Trotsky and Joseph Stalin,
notable aide handpicked by Stephenson was Col.
in the Truman Administration when he was suddenly silenced as well as a great number of other Communist revoluAustralianwhohadactuallyworkedasaspy
in 1949.
tionary terrorists of their roach-like ilk. Even Adolf
for both the Soviets and the Nazis, all the while a highlyHitler lived there for a time, from November 1912 to
trusted British Intelligence officer of long standing.
April 1913, while he studied
in Liverpool, his
Known to all his MI-6 friends as “Dickie”, for some odd
[END QUOTING OF PART 191
brother having married the actress Bridget Elizabeth
reason (perhaps he toa was odd), Col. Ellis had joined the
Dowling, oddly enough. In fact, Hitler said he
Secret Intelligence Service during the early Twenties while in
Let us pause for a rest break, please.
the English people. Hmmmm.
league
one
a White Russian
In 1932, at age 21, Lord Victor entered the staid
higrk thenbased in Paris. Vladimir at that time, we find, was
#1
and exclusive Cambridge University, enrolling at
also working with the boys from Mid while concurrently also
College, from which he was to graduate with honors
secretly serving Soviet Military Intelligence (GRU). (How in
[QUOTING, PART 20:]
four years later with a Ph.D. in Chemistry. He would go
the world do they keep
of it all?) Soon posted to Soviet
on to become “a distinguished scientist”, and two deRussia to work against the Reds (supposedly), Ellis is said to
ROTHSCHILD
cades later, Head of Research for the Shell Oil Corpohave served there “with distinction” in the Caucasus as a top
ration. But midway through his term at Cambridge, the
aide to the truly patriotic, anti-Communist White Russian
Let me now tell you a story about one of the most Rothschild Dynasty carried off an important plot that
must have had a profound effect on this young intellecGenerals Den&in and Wrangel. This occurred after the devious
and dangerously
treacherous
KhazarBritish had occupied the strategic Baku Oiltields in Russia, Ashkenazim conspirators of this century, an individual tual scion ofthe Rothschild billions. In 1934, when the
which was one of the key reasons the British Rothschilds who appropriately enough, was born into this vale of former Red Army founder and Commander
the Communist Revolution in
escaped to the United States, having been
tears on the Night of the Living Dead-HALLOWEEN
In that very important and sensitive capacity, Charles Ellis EVE-almost
85 years ago, and rose to become a earlier expelled by Stalin from the Communist Party of
wantonly betrayed these brave Christian officers and all their powerful member of the Council of 13 of the Grand the Soviet Union (CPSU) during November 1927, and
men to a cruel fate at the hands of the Red Army.
Kehilla, and easily one of the most wealthy men on exiled in Turkey, he did so in the innocent guise of an
Earth. Born in London (where else?) on October 31, employee of the Paris Rothschild FrCres bank. This
THE
NEVERENDING
1910, Nathaniel Mayer Victor Rothschild was, astro- daring escape from Stalin’s assassins was effected
logically speaking, a classic
The encyclope- following two secret meetings in France in Comrade
Trotsky’s behalf. Among those top Jews secretly aiding
dia describes a
as a
Nevertheless, Ellis went on to rise quietly in rank
a this notorious Jewish revolutionary terrorist were the
international Zionist,
(who later beMl-6 over the years until he had total access to everything his
Soviet masters requested. Amazingly, although he had a
Astrology tells us that Scor- came the top advisor to President Eisenhower); the
Russian wife, was often seen in the company of suspected pios like to travel incognito, and their eyes are a Soviet Communist butcher,
(nee:
and
Soviet agents, and virtually everything he took part in seemed piercing kind with hypnotic intensity; and that most Finkelstein);
Victor’s French uncle.
Litvinov, the
to always end up aiding the Reds, when MI-5 (Domestic people feel nervous and ill at ease under Scorpio’s
intelligence) raised the first query against Ellis during the steady gaze, that he’ll outstare you every time, a fool- USSR’s Ambassador to the U.S. had, that very Novemmid-40s,“MI~rejectedanypossibilitythathe~~dbeasW.”
proof identification of the
personality. And this, ber of 1934, “persuaded” FDR to give diplomatic recogThis, even though the encrypted “VENONA” electronic code we find, fit Lord Victor perfectly. We further learn that nition to the Red criminal Government of the Bolshesignalsfromthe SovietEmbas@nLondonduring WorldWar Scorpio eyes bore deeply into you, mercilessly, as if viks. Years later, in 194 1, Comrade Litvinov would
II showed clearly to the code-breakers that the Soviets were they’re penetrating your very soul; that Scorpios are also become the ghostwriter of the important propaMoscow, for U.S.. Ambassador
operating a number of their own secret agents inside the total ego; that their features are noticeably heavy or ganda book,
British Security Coordination HQ in New York City, on the sharp, and that the nose is quite prominent, sometimes to Russia Joseph E. Davies.
After many years of painstaking research into the
44th floor ofRockefeller
beak-shaped. This characterization also fit Lord Vicin 1965, Col. Charles Ellis was finally tor to a tee. What’s more, we read that people born in scarlet labyrinth of Soviet espionage, and after having
this year (19 lo), and under this sign, consciously prac- traveled throughout the United States, Canada, Mexico,
tice a blank expression on a frozen, immobile face when England and all over Europe to further my graduate
working the situationcalls for such a mendacious mask, and that studies on this arcane subject, I can now reveal that
according to my sources both Victor Rothschild and his
against the Soviet Union or the Red Chinese.
ancient astrology refers to these Scorpios as
Jewess wife Teresa, or Tess, were actually long-time
But
might say? What’s any of
got to do Lastly, we find that these Scorpios often experiment
with the price of bagels in Tel Aviv? Just this: “Dickie” Ellis with “the darkest mysteries this side of Hades!” All the Communist espionage agents working for the Soviet
was a good old buddy of Lord Victor Rothschild, and thanks above, significantly enough, serves as a precise de- Secret Police! And for many years, since the late
to Rothschild’s clever manipulation of Mid in London, scription of the known personality of this most intrigu- Thirties, these two Red traitors moved casually but
Ellis’s rotten treachery was effectively
for half a ing and Machiavellian of individuals. Incidentally, my carefully in and among the very highest circles of the
century.
own father was born just one
before Victor, but in British Establishment, without arousing undue suspiROW,that
It is also interesting to note that during that war, and for Seattle, and he also fit this astrological profile exactly, cion as to their subversive activities-until
OUOTMG
OF PART 201 Thank you and Salu.
years thereafter, there was a distant relative of Lord Victor so much so that during the early Thirties, while a is. lEND
_
_

rip into the heart and very soul of the being experiencing for there is no time more mutual, more beautiful,
more close than at passage when SPIRIT is joined. No
person who loves animals enough to become a vet
would cause, deliberately, lingering pain or agonizing
fear in an animal. Vets are special people, Erika, who
must love animals to go into that labor, for why would
they spend as much time to treat pets as it would require
to treat humans and make ua bundle”.
No precious, your pet was “dead”-or
“again living” as the case is. This brings me to the next discussion.

AnsweringGood LettersAbout
Pets, Health, Choices,Colors
#l

always. If something horrible takes place in your view,
or with known results, you can deal with it because,
HARDLY
INSIGNIFICANT
even though there may be horror of the moment-the
PERCEPTIONS and “terror” are not present.
I am here with a letter from Erika B. who presents
What you did was RESPONSIBLE relief of pain for
a problem which actually is faced by all of you at one that which was given into your care. A pet is not a
time or another-attachment
to pets, responsibility to human being in the definition of “human” (thought,
same.
reason, choices). The animals are created and placed
Her plea for peace responds to an act of mercy in upon your place for companionship, use, and yes, prowhich a beloved friend and companion, a cat, was put tection.
They become a MAJOR PART OF YOUR
to sleep due to illness, pain and organ shut-down. I
want to quote a portion of the letter because Erika has
We cannot know what OUR LESSONS might be at
to know that I reply personally regarding her circum- a lingering death of physical passage into spirit but we
stance, but also generally, in that we who feel respon- CAN know that in the animal kingdom there is simply
sibility and love in these situations are pulled in every “passage”.
PERCEIVABLE way upon our heartstrings.
A cherished pet is something which offers lessons
beyond our comprehension to the provider. I do not like
the term uowner” for it denotes total force and possession as in “chair”. A cat of all animals is not ever a
I
possession for they have such independence as to be the
owner, not the enslaved. With cats, YOU become the
trained slave to ITS needs, more often. Every cat

a

a

to

do

2, 1994
a

do
”

Erika,

it is the unknown which is the terror-

person will know of that which I speak.
When an animal, loved and cherished, is terminally ill and failing and in pain at every moment, to
keep the precious life “alive” is agony at every turn and
merciless in a most selfish manner when there are
merciful measures to be taken to allow quiet passage. I
do not speak of human passage, for no man may choose
that passage for another-or,
it must be dealt with at
that encounter and not through the considerations of,
especially, a “third” party.
It is what you PERCEIVE happened is what is
bringing you pain and continued visions-which
worsen, not dim. Please, remember something important here: YOU DO NOT KNOW! An animal senses,
just as does human, that passage is at hand and blessed
bonds shall be broken AS WERE EXPERIENCED IN
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL PRESENTATION.
Animals sense even MORE, the pain in the beings of their
friends-the
hurt, the loss, the grieving. They cry out
in fear-just as do you over loss and separation-and
as
a child cries for its Mother, its guardian. Those cries

ANIMALS

AND

DEATH

Where do animals go? What happens to them?
Well, they do not become human for their spirits are
precious and totally open and innocent. God creates
animals-YOU
CREATE PETS. These become a part
OF YOUR SPIRIT, and the closer the bond, the more
cemented is the energy of that “child” to your own
Spirit. Often a -new” being is found and accepted and
you will find that the energy of the former friend will
present, within and for you, the same attachments.
Literally, that “passed” energy will continue to present
again in a living form to the same person.
Those living
beings who walk and share the physical plane have
spirit and if a person is given to mistreatment of God’s
creatures-there
will be responding mistreatment, in
the passage dimensions, of the perpetrator.
The portion of.
this lesson to hold
closely to you is
that you ultimately
become one with
God and seek ever
in physical experiences to become
and find oneness.
In the animal-life
world-of-expression that which is
created BY YOU is
the same-always
seeking to become
one with YOU.
Just as God has
a myriad OTHER
persons to choose
from, the loss of
YOU is painful and
devastating so He
will search and
keep you and find YOU in another. You must consider
seeking and finding that which presents unto you-not
to “take the place of”, say, Mitzi, but to allow Mitzi the
peace of passage, again to experience WITH YOU.
Animal spirits revolve most quickly. Insects reappear
and swirl into physical expression literally overnight
in their evolvement or expression. They are without
actual reasoning thought but are given to natural evolution and genetic knowledge of presentation. Animal
spirit will simply evolve, or “revolve” if you wish, and
genetic pass-down will offer similar expression. This
is simple biology but, when love and nurturing with
human counterpart of living beings is presented in such
manner as true friendship-there
is a bond which lives
eternally, attached to the soul of the humanbeing. This
is as eternal as is your soul. In many (and I detest this
term) “past life visions”-animals
are THERE! Big
and as real as life itself. In fact, you can be quite sure
that your own expression has found such as Mitzi TO
FILL A PLACE LEFT THERE IN YOUR BEING AT
SOME OTHER WONDROUS JOURNEY. Further, fact

reveals that the REALITY of the experience itself,
yours and your pet, is as a holographic vision extension-the
REALITY is that which resides in SPIRIT.
SPIRIT is the REALITY of both YOU and the PET. A
pet is not a human-unless,
of course, you have a
human pet, but that indicates a non-person of whole
capability. You can, however, literally love an animal
MORE than any other human being-for
most animals
(especially pets) are easier to love and far more honest
and uncomplicated than any human complex being. If
animals present in mean or vitriolic presence-it
is
because they have been TRAINED BY HUMANS TO
BE EXACTLY WHAT THEY PRESENT.
If a man cannot love an animal-I
WANT HIM
NOT ON MY TEAM ORTO LINGER IN MY ENERGY
PRESENCE. IF A MAN CANNOT CARE FOR AN
ANIMAL-HE
WILL NOT CARE DEEPLY FOR HIS
BROTHER! There are many reasons why a person may
actually FEAR animals, or mistreat animals-but
this
becomes a confrontation
of
soul-force which is one of the
keys to discerning that which
a man “is”. For one thinglike a baby-an
animal
KNOWS. Animals especially
sense evil, for they can even
SEE the energy form-and
hear its low pulses.
They
FEEL the presence-especially of evil energy.
They
respond to that energy which
is high in frequency
and
matches their own higher
senses.
Animals in physical presentation have little to allow
for their being different than
the “pack” according to their
environment, for they “think
not” in reasoning terms save
to become clever enough to
stay alive. So, they certainly
do “learn”. Some, with special attention, can be allowed
to learn enough to actually
reason somewhat and think,
to some extent, on their own.
However, and as example, a
cat will not bother to learn to
open the refrigerator if his can
of food comes from his “food
god” out of the pantry. He
may very well learn to go to
the pantry and then come and
“get” his “food god” off the
couch!
With this in mind-what
do you now think of the masses
of swarming people headed by their “food gods”, their
“shelter gods”-government-when
all they want are
the things of nurturing, tending and welfare state? In
other words, the majority of mankind has simply become the “pets” of the system and enslaved to the
“master’s” voice. They also become the victims in the
hands of those same masters! They will become
ever the master determines and, once living “off’ of
society-will
as readily destroy or eat those “others”
within society.
To Erika and all of you readers, please hold loving
thoughts in your hearts and minds so that you CAN
move on while allowing release of the pain and agony
which binds you to narrow passage. There are other
little pets whose lives can be saved, who otherwise will
be put to sleep and never allowed experience of singular
love and nurturing. When pets or children are lost to
passage-it
is wise to gain another spirit to hold and
love when the grieving and honor is allowed its passage. Grieving is necessary and how terrible a world it
would be if we could not weep over a beloved friend’s

passage. I have little use for “relatives”; I cherish my
FRIENDS for they are chosen by me-two legged, four
legged, eight legged or winged! I can even choose my
finned friends, They will not betray me, turn from me
or steal from me-although
they may well put their
excess hair on my chair with or without me IN IT.
While a kitten sits on my lap leaving hair-it is also,
however, putting its heart into my HANDS and within
my “b4ng”. A pet can accept that which is so private
to an individual as to be beyond comfortable sharing
with another human spirit.
I repeat something here for Erika and any who
question these things: There is no DEATH of anything,
save “physical” expression, for ANYTHING created
BY GOD. A giant oak may perish, but from the acorn
of the tree is eternal life. When a spirit attaches to its
higher experience-it
is as eternal as human’s soul.
Moreover, that Spirit will merge as part of that friend’s
soul energy-infinitely.
ONLY EVIL IS CAST AWAY

TO ROT IN ITS OWN HELL, TORMENTED BY ITS
OWN “THINGS” OF LIMITED PHYSICAL EXPRESSION. IN THIS EVIL EXPRESSION, RIGHT DOWN
TO THE HOUNDS OF HELL CAN BE REPRESENTED,
REMANUFACTURED-RESTRUCTURED-but
ONLY IN THE REALMS OF SPIRITUAL EVIL AND
UPON PHYSICAL PLANES. FOR ALL IS PRESENTATION OF MIND1
That WhichRECREATED by GOD in Lighted passage is
as Spirit comes into understanding and “knowing”. That which is animal, plant,
mineral-all
things exist in infinite reality. This pittance of “time” perceived on a given stage by energy
forms manifest-are
but passages of script.
GOD
GIVES AND RE-GIVES-INFINITELY.
A PET, FOR
INSTANCE, WILL NOT “EVOLVE” INTO HUMAN
FORM-BUT GOD CAN RECREATE THAT WHICH
“IS” INTO ANYTHINGHE DESIRES. DONOT LIMIT
GOD!
Do not linger in the PAST or dwell upon that which
is no longer present, except in respect and reverence of

the memory of such expression.
However, when the
pain is kept alive, it is time to fill that empty hole with
new life. Why? Because in the lingering return to the
pain-the beauty of the loving expression during life is
lost-to that which was love and sharing. We HONOR
by remembering that which is wondrous in the companionship-not
that which is passed and painful-and
cannot be changed. Accept and allow the passage into
other expression and offer gentle care to that which is
present and in need-it will mend the tear in the soul.
Thank you, Erika, for allowing me this opportunity
to share, for I too become so saddened by that which I
must experience among my own people in the journey
through physical test-grounds.
CANCER

AND

OTHER

MUTATIONS

This is a bit different in content-but
far more
terrorizing than anything that hits a human being in
physical expression:
What happens when
things go wrong with
that old “house”?!?
Wilder
David
writes to petition me for
possible guidance. Yes,
I can offer solution to
the immediate problem-but YOU have to
do the task-for I can’t
heal you, cure you or do
diddly-plunk FOR you.
Note that all “mutations”
ARE NORMAL happenings
of
cellular change.
The
immune system is SUPPOSED to be healthy to
encounter, counter and
discard the emerging
mutant cells. This is
not happening so well
these days because of
poor diet, disease assault, etc. ad nauseam.
Without lessons in
hundreds of pages of
input here, let it be
known that poor diet is
going to keep you in
poor health-although
it requires no great
changes to stay in
nutrition and have
your poor habits as
well.
I suggest
you
change immediately to
spelta grain in whole form and get at least the equivalent of two to three slices of bread into you a day-along
with some B-vitamin supplements, and general vitamins, and especially MINERAL supplements. No big
deal but you suffer from deficiencies. Next, get onto
double or triple intake of Gaiandriana and AquaGaia to
strip those plaques from the blood vessel walls and start
to mend that Immune System. Right off, get your
system cleared of parasites which continue to bear the
nutrition deprivation and carry the viruses which give
cause to the mutation of cells. Then get onto Silver and
Gold colloids (heavy intake-like
a couple of days of
two OUNCES [yes, a bottle of each]) WITH intake of
triple replacement of friendly bacteria for your digestive tract. Never mind it, however, for you have to clear
the varmints out which are offering the continued disease.
No sir, you don’t need a bunch of colonies or drastic
measures. Some manipulations or even surgical procedures can sometimes assist in draining known abscess
sites-but
a healthy Immune System will attend the

wash-out or absorption of the viral/biological waste in
its own proper time. The drias in Gaiandriana are for
the very purpose of feeding on these fragments and
excess baggage of the system.
Will you experience miracles? I hope so-that is
up to you; these are but tools!
Much love and a happy future with your “beautiful
lady”-yes
indeed, sometimes we do need a boost to
cause us to love ourselves enough, forgive ourselves for
the desire for passage-and
will actually get busy and
restructure our selves. But don’t forget God in your
rebuilding-for
it is HE who allows the reprocessing
through your petition for help, while YOU PRESENT
YOUR OWN MIRACLE. To help feel better within
your own “miracle”, I suggest you consider a resource
for DHEA (which I have asked that New Gaia procure
and I am sure will be available soon), some of the triple
“stuff” from grape seeds, and perhaps a couple of other
things-but
these are simply extras. You DO need to
provide the body with a few things from which it can
select and rebuild cells and replace damaged DNA/
If you feel you can’t afford these
RNA blueprint.
things, know that it is going to be far cheaper than a
stay of indefinite length in hospital or in the funeralor “the beautiful lady”! Attend your problem NOW, hit
it hard and then plan to MAINTAIN until, at the least, you
RETRAIN your body and cells to reproduce properly.
Get in touch with New Gaia and see what they have,
please, for I haven’t information. I will ask that some
information, however, be sent with this note. Do I
simply favor one vendor over another7 Yes-New Gaia
is the ONLY place you can get that which “I” present in
GaianDRIAna products and colloids. The price will,
however, be better than anywhere you can shop for we
are but a “tool” operation. We don’t peddle “cures”-just supports. I would wish to help heal your soul, but
there isn’t anything wrong with your soul!
“May you live long and prosper!”
In brotherhood in Light, I wish you well.
SaIu,
Gyeorgos
I get the most interesting inquiries and sometimes
they are worthy of conversation and, as I have a space
of interruption from the dreary needs of informationsharing of urgent matters, I enjoy discussing some of
the more “off the wall”, or direct, interchanges. A good
physician, however, will always do what he/she can to
relieve the pain so that the person can allow healing. I
hope that I am always a good physician in that aspect of
presentation. When free of guilt and pain, a person can
heal and grow. Release pain and guilt, brothers, because they serve no goodness. They are both things
which need ATTENTION for they are SIGNS of something amiss-nothing
more. Look and find the reason
for either (for they are the same and always offered as
the primary symptom of FEAR). Do we fear failure?
Do we fear accusation? Have we failed some way’? And
on and on and on until the farther road cannot be seen
for the bog in which you catch self. The “bog” simply
allows you to look clearly at possibilities, make changes
where necessary, and
The point is to not
go forth and simply make more and different unwise
actions. Each must learn and ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITIES-no
more and no less, and the better TEACHERS are those who present seeming FAILURE for those
CAN BE CHANGED.
Success perceived-is
often
“failure” cloaked.
Blame is that which is used for
escape of responsibility-for
if one is responsible for a
perceived failure already accomplished, the point is to
make correction and move on-not simply cast “blame”
(correct or incorrect). It helps to have a bit of humility,
for often we make big scenes to allow our ego to shine
when the offer of another’s wisdom was worthy of input
in the first place.
Repeated failures become unacceptable for, when
others are concerned as well as the individual, it cannot
be left to chance and happenstance to “succeed”. Everyone has to learn but that learning must come through

direct learning toward SUCCESS. When each “failure” is responded to in “blame of other things or
persons”, there is no way to solve the confronting
problem of that which IS.
I have a prime example working before me and I
can only face my own responsibility in handling the
circumstance. If, say, one wishes to be a farmer but is
not yet in knowledge-he
has to LEARN. How do you
learn? From those who are farmers! However, in this
instance, you only had to do that which I asked to be
done! Land has to be worked, seeds planted TIMELY,
fed and watered, weeded (which comes with the proper
working of the soil) and a WILLINGNESS to be shown.
Perhaps the desire is not for the “farming” but for the
possible security of the presentation of the soil. Check
out WHY you have a “calling” and make sure the
“calling” is not one of convenience rather than a real
aesire for challenge and enjoyment.
A “manager” must be one who has SUCCEEDED in
that which he now attends to “manage”. We must be
very careful in our own limitations of input accepted because,
without the support system, we stumble upon our asses or
noses-whichever protrudes the greatest. I would far rather
amanonmyteamfallonhisnose-foritindicates,attheleast,
that he is moving forward-not backwards!
Opportunities are CREATED or, at the very least,
recognized, to be of value. The world is filled to
overflow with those who did not bother to “create”
alternatives OR recognize an opportunity when it presented-but
rather buried self deeply into the shrouds
of defensive protection-only
to be lost to the very
thing he/she claimed to desire. This is THE PRIME
clue of ego presentation.
Man, further, tends to want to bury his perceived
failures in physical reaction-be
it anger or so-called
love-making.
This often, in both or either instance,
results in either more responsibility in recovery or
misuse of “another” to support a self-sense of “being”- and the spiral goes on.
Mankind makes “love”? No, mankind USES the
act of sex for some display of prowess and power! This
is detrimental to all involved. So the consequences are
very often-more
children who will suffer inattention
or at the least irritation as added responsibility. Overabundance of birthings is a direct result of such behavior without attention to consequences.
This doesn’t
mean that a child will not be “loved” or “wanted”-but
certainly NOT CHOSEN!
PINK

OR

BLUE

This brings me to an inquiry from a child who
asked why pink is for girls and blue is for boys? Wow,
perception of children is often resulting in the hardestto-visualize responses. This, however, is one of the
more simple questions.
We have recognition of the more fundamental aspects of GOD in thought projection and His DUAL
UNIVERSE, HIS ELECTRIC UNIVERSE-that
which
always must present in duality-man
being. but one
aspect of same.
Pink is literally the COLOR TONE of the frequency
of that which presents as female. Blue is the color tone
which presents as male. As with the seed DNA/RNA
structure of life in its tonal presentation of visible
light-the visible color tone will be violet to cobalt blue
in color. So a blending (merging) of the pink and the
blue colors will present the purple or violet color of
transmutation or translation.
So why all the colors which present in a time of
climaxing sexual expression? Because there is visual
release of the varying rainbow of color octaves-purple
being the most prevailing as a merging-white
or
“transparent” light being the burst of all those “colors”.
Pink and blue, however, merge to form the violet flame
or energy color of merging male and female “colors”.
We also find it in its finest form in ALCHEMY-as we
work with the metal of life-cellular DNA/RNA allowante-gold!
Note that Silver in ionized form is golden

in color, which is actually a mix of yellow, red and blue
and some touch of green (offering a mix of brown and
yellow in basic mix). Gold in ionized form presents as
violet. Mixed equally in electrical transformation, the
resulting solution will take on the higher form of the
gold frequency-and
present as purple. I use this only
as a very general and uncomplicated explanation-not
scientific detail-for many things are taking place. However,
in the merging of male and female-the resulting COLOR is
the ALCHEMICAL “color tone” of violet.
In other dimensional environmental expression,
all energy is presented as energy COLOR-the
desire,
of course, is to become one with God-TOTAL
LIGHT!
The absence of LIGHT (or God) is BLACK simply
because there is that absence of color. In LIGHT there
is the presence of ALL COLOR. A good example to
ones around here are the tiny microscopic beings of
DRIAS. They take whatever is placed into their presence and transmute it over time into transparent LIGHT.
This is why they “eat” anything of substance placed in
their presence for long enough-they
alchemize EVERYTHING into energy form. These are the ORIGINAL LIFE FORMS IN CELLULAR PRESENTATION.
Is this some kind of magic? NO, they are the basis of
life DNA/RNA blueprinting-always
clamoring to
achieve the highest cosmic frequency of God in Universal LIGHT. They will NEVER damage or mutate any
created form of intended perfection-but
will neutralize or negate, and then absorb and transmute, the
negative aspects into positive presentation and perfection. They are the very essence of GOD IN HIS INFINITE CREATIVE BLUEPRINT-UNSEEN,
UNEXPLAINED BUT NONETHELESS PRESENT AND VISIBLE. Wonderful? Yes indeed. Are we not privileged
to be allowed this sharing and rebirthing? Are we not
gifted with HIS mighty trust and faith that we can serve
honorably? Are we not blessed by that which is highest
in Universal experience? Please take my hand, friends,
for we are but children in paradise-unable
to see
beyond the moment. I am but to remind you of the way
so that you can remember. Just as the DNA/RNA is
eternal in all things-so
too are YOU. There is always
the substance of SOUL which REMEMBERS! YOU
HAVE BECOME CONSCIOUS OF YOUR DIMENSION AND BECOME LOST IN FORGETTING. WE
ARE HERE TO HELP YOU SORT, HAVE REFERENCE, HAVE KNOWLEDGE
AND FINALLY,
All other things will pass into their own
existence-m
CAN PASS INTO GLORY!
Whatever “time” you waste in the pouting of selfness, the longer shall be your journey into that “glory”
and so too shall you hold back the passage of those
entrusted into your care for teaching and nurturing.
None of us are perfect and the sooner we tell our
children that we know we are not perfect-the
sooner
we all can be perfection.
Do not longer cause your
children to be wiser than the parent. However, do not
assume they are not wiser-for every babe is far wiser
in knowing than any adult in age counting. They only
know truth until YOU ONES teach them to become part
of THE LIE. A failed crop is not even notable beside the
allowance of a child to see a failed truth in a parent. A
child can readily accept a failure recognized in a parent, for that child can then be allowed, within himself,
to err. But always causing the problems for BOTH
adult and child-is the LIE TO SELF and ALLOWING
IT TO BECOME ACCEPTED TRUTH.
We are but souls experiencing in our various forms
along an infinite journey-all
just relations which live
in God-and often experience in EVIL. This is fineit is not, however, wise to cast God aside as GOAL, for
the soul becomes entrapped for long periods of sequenced expression in vety undesirable perceptions if God is
removed from the ideal and ongoing expressing “ideas”.
May we close now, please, as there are other pressing needs of this day in which we are most grateful to
find available to our use.
I salute you who must make this journey and also do
the choosing. Good day and Salu.

area-and
anywhere O.J. might have attended a ball
game, suddenly shrank from 3 cc’s of blood? The idiot
couldn’t even get the lining back into the glove he
claimed to have made and sold. Then the prosecution
tries to make it look like the gloves actually fit when
they obviously did not and were obviously NOT EVEN
SIMPSON’S GLOVES-EVER.
Then, the entire team
of prosecutors spend about three hours out of court
trying to train “Mr.
to explain how the gloves
that were THE MURDER GLOVES would have somehow been tampered to no longer “At”. And, worse, Mr.
Ruben did his lying damndest! Even worse, the very
year that “this type of glove” CAME OUT WITH A
SIZE LARGER-WHY
WOULD 0. J. NOT HAVE REPLACED THESE NON-FITTING GLOVES WITH A
PAIR THAT FIT‘? But no, the gloves in court not only
don’t fit but show major signs of having been worn to
the point that one palm is almost worn through. Mr.
Simpson has large, larger and LARGEST handsremember, he can catch a football with one hand. His
life was on a football Weld where he scooped up a
football wilk orrc karrd and was noted for same. He
could also reach down and pick up a basketball with one
hand-CAN
YOU? Does inively Ruben look like an
athlete O.J.? Well, he put the gloves on his tiny little
claws AND THEY FIT!
By the way, readers, have you ever noticed leather
goods “shrinking” after YEARS of hard use? It seems
to me that gloves and shoes become misshapen-and
LARGER! We now seem to have a “physics” reversal.
This seems to be THE case of the “magical shrinking
gloves”. The “blood” suddenly added (some 3 cc’s,
about
half
a teaspoonful)
must have
had
Cryptosporidium which ate the extra size-how
else
cnuld a pair of gloves make such instant changes?
Moreover, how could those “Cashmere” linings (both
of them) shrink in equal proportion when they didn’t
even get wet with anything, as the prosecution even
pointed out-only
one spot on the inside of one glove.
Of course they aren’t saying “that” NOW.
How too is it that the SAME suspected investigators and officers ARE PRESENT AT ALL OUT-OFCOURT VIEWINGS AND INTERVIEWS-AND
WITNESS-PREPARATION MEETINGS. HOW IS IT THAT
YOUR CHIEF LAW-OFFICER (GARCETTI) IS ALSO
POKING AROUND IN THESE TRAIN-THE-WITNESSES MEETINGS7 WATCH OUT, PUBLIC, YOU
ARE ABOUT TO LOSE YOUR HEADS-AT
THE?
NECK!
Now for the double whammy!

Los Angeles County is bankrupt say the Supervisors. What will they do? They are saying they must
CLOSE DOWN the biggest, busiest HOSPITAL IN
THE NATION! Millions of dollars are being poured
down the rat-hole (literally) over an innocent man’s
set-up riot-causing world-wide television show-andtell for the
and the major & only County
hospital is to be closed and millions of poor will have
no medical care, trauma victims will have no emergency care, and burn victims will now be deprived of
special bum-center care. Are they out of their minds? NO!
This announcement of closures and shut-down of
County facilities comes on the very day the GLOVES
DON’T FIT! The hospital only being ONE. Further,
the STATE has again not presented a budget. Remember, the Constitutional Law Center TRIED to get interest to cause the Legislature to honor the State
and meet budget deadlines-but
no, nobody was

lack of resources. We now sit with an available source
for 50,000 pounds of spelta, from elsewhere, at 30 cents
a pound-ready
for cleaning and grinding-and
we not
only do not have the funds but we are ROBBED, in
addition, by outright thieves. Fortunately, and God, we
thank you, not one piece of the colloid material was
touched. Ekkers had the last of their Susan Anthony
interested enough to help support the measure. The silver coins taken-but the colloidizing metal remains
Legislature is now angry at the new “Speaker” and intact. Perhaps the robber-thieves couldn’t recognize
refuses to even present a budget!!! What all will this it! Well, without the “farm” there is no place to set up
the mill for processing or funds to pay the costs, so
lack of funds close down?
Why NOW? Because you are getting ready for the perhaps we all “go down”. Dharma claims she already
warm-up riots, good buddies. The facts are proving has lost everything so it might be a nice rest.
that 0. J. Simpson, a hero-idol of the wishful Blacks, is
RONN
JACKSON
being railroaded in royal order and it is now showing its
ugly ht. ? for exactly what it is. With no welfare
“When will he be out?” you petition and petition
functioning, no hospital facilities, no government agencies operating-YOU
HAVE THE FOUNDATION FOR and petition. I DO NOT KNOW! Ones of authority say
the 23rd (June), other authorities say “two more years”
TOTAL DEVASTATION!
at least, some authorities say NEVER, other authorities
say “right on time” (whatever that means). Mr. Jackson
says the 23rd and
interview viewing the
20th. Who is your “authority” which is actually all you
have? YOU! Almost everyone around has STOPPED
DEPARTMENT
OF
demanding his release-a letter or two to the Board, the
WATER
AND
POWER
Prison Authority, the Governor of Nevada-WOULD
The Los Angeles Department of Water and Power is HELP. This battle is NOT OVER until the man walks
shutting down some 2,400 jobs, getting ready to split up FREE! That, in addition, will probably be only the
the water from the power, and sell the power portion to beginning of this war.
So. Cal. Edison, which is a major Cartel utility. MilLETTERS
TO
lions of acres of land are now under total control of the
GERRY
SPENCE
Federal Government as Wilderness areas and other
stupid excuses. These are not YOUR national parks,
We are humbly grateful to you who have written
friends-these
are not even for your use! THESE
HAVE BEEN CONFISCATED (SEIZED) NOW WITH Mr. Spence on our behalf. We note that copies of letters
LIENS AGAINST THEM FORFOREIGN DEBTS. YOU sent come from everywhere and perhaps the voices of
the people will be heard. We can only pray that this
ARE NOW “FORECLOSED”, AMERICA-EVICTION
AND/OR INCARCERATION IS AT HAND. LOS petition be heard IN TIME. We have to close the CLC,
ANGELES IS ONLY ONE OF THOUSANDS OF CIT- at the least temporarily, at the end of June-there
IES AND COUNTIES IN FORECLOSURE, OR IN simply are no more funds. The Institute simply has no
buffer coverage enough to borrow more funds. We have
WORSE SHAPE, STAGED FOR RIOTS.
By the way, how are you going to have medical care to “hold”. The Law Center and the Farm, along with
in the next “Big One” quake with no hospitals? How the Paper have been supported by a few contributors
about when the planned “plagues” hit? Well, good and mostly by notes and loans from the products whose
voters in this Democratic society-YOU
VOTED IN profits all go into loans to carry load.
As Kenny Rogers said in his song, we “have to
THE BASTARDS!
know when to hold them, know when to fold them-and
then, know when to walk away.” Please Father, don’t
EVEN
I COULD
let us have to “walk away”.
GET HYSTERICAL
With all this, friends, comes more information on
Cryptosporidium (remember that which we long-ago
[starling
g/15/92 CONTACT
317195 CONTACT] told you
about-in
detail?), those little devil-parasites which
cannot be killed by ordinary water treatment. Well, it
is now admitted it is in the water supply-of yes, the
major cities and not only is there no treatment for the
water-but
there are NO FUNDS for even testing the
water supply. Oh yes, by the way, they now say they
(these disease CARRIERS) are SPREAD AND TRANSFERRED BY SEX (AND KISSING).
Yes indeed, readers, I would most certainly stock
up on some extra parasite kits and keep as much
colloidal silver and Gaiandriana on hand as you can
possibly tuck away! THE SWORD IS RAISED AND
POISED TO FALL. You will also need the upgraded
resource of Spelt grain for it is the only grain and fiber
I know of that can push those little vermin out of the
intestines before they reproduce offspring which attach
with their little suction teeth.
They have suction
mouths on all sides of their cute little ball-shaped
heads-remember?
sort of like Henry Kissinger.
We watch; we make every effort possible to offer
that which will sustain, but we face a ruined crop. By
the way, here in Southern California on the 15th and
16th of June-there
was SNOW down to 4,000 ft.-for
the FIRST TIME-EVER!
No, weather did not ruin
our crop-bad judgment ruined our crop of spelta-and

YES

INDEED

Yes, Gerry Spence at the helm of this property theft
case would give funds enough to run it all for a whilebut as it is, the very attorney who has handled this
matter, Mr. Tips, has already MOVED TO FRANCE.
No matter, in addition, how hard and well done are the
cases inNevada-rulings
always go with
It is a hard time to experience, friends-indeed
a very
hard time-watching
the greatest nation in the history
of mankind on Earth-FALL.
Can we pick her up and
heal her wounds? Yes, but will we? Certainly it shall
not be done if things continue in the protection of the
VERY ENEMY.

a
a

a

a

working for God. HE waits and we serve to the best of guess our “Teachers” have missed the insightful lesour ability-no
more and no less.
sons. Students either learn or fail to learn-it is not the
“1
Teacher who decides. Shall we dance? While we
PRECIOUS
METALS
ALERT
decide how many Angels on a pinhead-ROME BURNS!
PTAH
You were promised a decade of hard teaching and
I can tell you who secure yourselves that you can WORD presentation-you
are almost finished with
An emergency-urgent came from a “receiver from soon expect the confiscation of precious metals-gold
year EIGHT. The major changes in attitudes and
the “citizens”. There will then be a total mankind must take place in massive manner within the
Ptah” in/from South Africa. It warned Dharma that she first-from
was receiving bad information, hateful overtones and collapse as currency and markets change. YOU ARE next year and a half. If, by the way, THIS CENTER
this
would be sorely punished if she didn’t change to say IN FORECLOSURE AS A NATION AND A PEOPLE. FOLDS-you are in MOST SERIOUS trouble-for
only “goody” things. It went further and said Ptah IS PLEASE DO NOT WAIT TOO LONG TO MAKE was and IS-IT.
Is this somehow “special”? Yes, I am
GOD and we would be stricken and to “watch out, for APPROPRIATE SHIELDING. I “believe” as things are here. This land will be an island and we can do our
the CIA is after” us. A set-up is being laid-etc.
Ones unfolding, that you can secure your assets into a corpo- necessary work from this point. This does NOT mean
that there are not other places, for there ARE. I am not
around who have read this “warning” quiver and in- ration
I-800-398-1077]-but
gold, except for some jew- the only member of this team-1 simply happen to be
quire as to Dharma’s state of mind. Her reaction to this
elry and business NEEDS, will be taken even from your here because this is where the Cosmic guidance connecurgent message of warning? “B.S.-what
tripe!”
in 1933. We believe we can tions reside. Why here? Why NOT here? Do YOU have
Why pick on Dharma, good person? She didn’t say safe-deposit boxes-as
to “watch out for Ptah”-1 DID. You, sir, have used salvage the metals for use in colloids. Offshore bank a better suggestion7 YOUR suggestions up to now have
very bad grammar in speaking FOR “God”, and you put accounts are going to be FROZEN as the bankers do not been TOO HOT! I relinquish my responsibility TO
LIVING, WALKING-DEAD OR
yourself into the message-instead
of Ptah-or anyone battle. If you keep small, keep in working order and NO ON&SPIRIT,
DEAD. We are not here to SAVE anyone or anything
else. This person goes on to suggest that Ptah is hold steady, you can make it through these things.
and we will have no EVIL ABOARD. Man makes his
pronounced Poo-tah. Dharma says, “Phoo-ey”.
own choices and, at confrontation-man
and Creator
PROPHECY
FULFILLED?
Until we rise into knowledge and climb out of the
decide-NOT
ME.
pits of garbage, friends, we cannot do anything worthy
“God shall mark His people and they shall be
If, however, you continue the in-fighting as “patriof our calling.
And, I suggest you ALL GET SET
AGAIN FOR OPERATION BLUE BEAM. It is com- ots”, you are going to LOSE-BIG TIME! I remind you known to the Angels, in that day of final tribulations,
ing! You can call God anything you wish-but
his of the prophecies (which I did NOT make): the major and I have gone forth to prepare a place for you-and
cities will go down, the nations will split apart (liter- I shall return that you might be spared.” This means,
name is NOT PTAH!
When will the games stop? Never! It is up to you ally) and riots, plagues, weather devastation and all friends, that WE, the messengers (Angels) will be
as to what you will believe, as deceiver after deceiver manner of vile and painful things will beset you as Evil given listings from the “Book of Life” and you who are
takes final control of your nlanet. The Evil bastards of entered upon that list are KNOWN. “God spake and
rushes in and past. You are watching and experiencing
the Evil Cabals battling their counterparts. YOU ARE the planet have input and total working assistance from said, ‘ye are either for me or ye are against me’-where
CAUGHT IN THE CROSS-FIRE-AS
ALL SLAVES the long-ago-landed aliens known in the Cosmos as the stand ye?”
Do we prepare for the final days? You bet your
ARE ALWAYS SERVED UP TO DO THE BATTLE, Serpent Races. They CALL THEMSELVES the Serbottom worthless dime. We do not, however, rush to
pent People-and
now, the One World Order.
SPILL THE BLOOD AND
some innocent mountain to take our foolishness and
Sad? Yes. Unexpectemb.
How could these
“FINAL”
MESSAGES7
idiot scramblings. Nobody is coming to Rapture you off
things be unexpected? The rule book for the play was
to anywhere ‘SAFE” for your fannies. A LOT of people
written and you swallowed it up, hook, line and now the
Dharma is getting quite anxious as I speak in terms are going to ascend, however, in missile blasts and,
lead sinker is killing you. The Blue Beam brigade is
going to give you a ‘Rapture” like you aren’t going to which seem quite “final” as she sees the seriousness of incredibly, in a stupid lie called Rapture. You are
believe. Good grief, readers, there is technology USED the tones in which I speak. Final is not a word in our going to be literally “evaporated” and those left will be
on your place which can literally transfer hard pack- vocabulary, nor is “can’t” or “impossible”. However, mostly totally mind-damaged by the assaults against
ages through airwaves and will become the delivery there are all manners of reason for “interruptions” in your physical beings. All the senses, except the fear
system soon-replacing
the necessity of UPS. You can communications and in ability to connect. Agreements and pain, will be lost. The intended laser lights will
present holographic FOOD-as
in “eating”. There is have reached stand-off proportion between the oppos- blind, and the frequencies pulsed at you will deafen.
holographic SOUND equipment which presents sound ing factions in your political hierarchies and the stuff The land will shudder, heave, change in massive rollover
from the holographic presentations. The big screen in is in the fan. I do not speak of agreements with we of and will again be still, as sunken lands rise and the old
the sky will present all of this TO YOU. It will present “Command” -we are but a tiny speck in the overall is scourged. GOD DID NOT DO THIS TO YOU OR
invaders from space-and
don’t forget, good Evange- game going on around you.
BRING THIS UPON YOU-THIS
IS THE WORK OF
lists, that “Rapture” as the Serpent People strike. I
I would point out that many of the military and “MAN”. THE “SEERS” AND “KNOWING ONES”
repeat a suggestion: Get Serge Monast’s material. concentration bases and underground facilities are at WEEP WHILE THE MULTITUDES RUSH MADLY
full alert and in full activation-NOW.
G-7 is “on” and ABOUT IN THEIR COMPLAINTS AND UNGODLY
so are the wars “stepped up”. The Russians have more ACTIVITIES. WHILE ONES TAKE TIME TO THROW
CONTACT,
equipment for war on American soil than they have MORE STONES UPON THE MESSENGERS-THE
CONTACT,
most recent anywhere else in the world-including
Russia-while
BOATS ARE SINKING! I WONDER HOW MANY OF
you have been dismantling yours.
YOU WILL GO DOWN WITH YOUR LAWSUITS
These things of which
Do “I” have concern over the Russians? No-not
PENDING (AT “WIPE OUT” DAY) AGAINST US
we have warned are coming SOON at your local sky. “I”! Should you? Yes indeed. I think, however, that FOR OUR EFFORTS TO INFORM YOU OF THE
We make our presence known constantly-but
we will you might well not fear the Russians any more, and TRUTH OF YOUR JOURNEY? I WONDER HOW
NOT interfere.
This is YOUR GAME, humans. We perhaps quite a bit less, if you be “patriotic”, than your MANY WILL “WISH” THEY HAD HELPED MORE
most certainly WILL STAND BY. GOD WILL NOT own beloved GOVERNMENT OF EVIL TRAITORS.
AND SERVED A BIT MORE GENEROUSLY-ON
FORSAKE HIS PEOPLE! BUT HE MOST CERTAINLY
Can you take up your “arms” and fight them? THE EVE OF THAT DAY-FOR
INDEED, ALL
WILL LEAVE THE EVIL BROOD BEHIND TO FACE Sure-if you wish to be deaded on the spot. I tell you SHALL BE AWARE AND KNOW!
THEIROWN CONSEQUENCES-AND
THAT, READ- now, however, that the cities are plarmed to go down and I
Remember the verses: “Man shall plead for the
ERS, IS CALLED THE ABSENCE OF GOD (LIGHT), don’t mean just “sort of’-it is planned to take them OUT. mountains to fall upon him that he might be saved from
PRESENTING “DARK AGES”-AND
IT IS ALSO
When’? Well. bv THEIR ACCOUNTING-!!!0
that which is upon him.” That request will also be
2002.
REFERRED TO AS THE BURNING AFTERMATH OF
accommodated-but
not to those who are not near the
HOLOCAUST--HELL.
I do not mountains!
God of Light offers you “the way”, “the truth” and believe the adversary(ies) will lay down without punchWill the great tunnels and cities built beneath the
the “knowing” and yet WE ARE ACCUSED of being ing each other’s eyes out! We have to now take time to land suffice to save the One Worlders? No; we can turn
deceivers and fear-mongers!
GOD WILL WAIT FOR- latch down, batten the hatches and prepare for riding off their electricity supply! They will be trapped like
EVER-HIS
TROOPS WILL NOT!
out the rough WATER. The coast of California will, rats in a cave. Neither shall they be allowed passage
before it’s over, lap at our Island’s shores. Not pretty? beyond the planet or nearby orbs. Further, they shall be
Well, what did you expect-the
prophecies you touted deprived, there, of life-sustaining substance. The SerDECISIONS
pent aliens will return to their places of station and wait
and believed-are
at hand for finishing!
We have many decisions to make this day-and like
But what of “our” people in these dangerous places for return or other lands to conquer.
you ALL, they must be made without view into future and along these coasts? What about them? Of all
I can only remind all of you, one more time: GOD
magic globes. We all work diligently with “what is” people on the globe they should now know what is WINS, HAS WON AND WILL ALWAYS WIN. So Be
and do so with responsibility.
There is no MAGIC in coming down and where they should be. If not, then I It.
1040

words. Creative intercourse is Balanced Communication-abuse
is unbalanced discord. So, whether you be
screwing in a light bulb or your neighbor you might
well be wise to consider what you are doing because you
can get “electrocuted” either way.
I have a bit of trouble, at any rate, in the one-daya-year honoring of anything worthy of honor on ALL
days. I honor my Mother/Father
Creator EVERY

Thoughts
About
Father’s
Day
AndGuided
Changes
6/18/95
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I have very little comment to make on the subject of
“Holidays”. This is not because I object-it is only that
I don’t understand them for it appears that every “holiday” you have it becomes a commercial venture and my
adversary makes a lot of money and very little “honoring” takes place. Each “honoring day” becomes a day
of political or commercial extent and the thoughts set
aside are mostly passive and passing.
In the higher dimensions of expression there are
not “fathers” and separate somewhere are “mothers” as
you recognize it here. I believe, in my own opinion,
that it is a most wise evolvement for the “child” is
always presented with both “parents”.

Each soul that would experience the dimensional
passages is most certainly “created” in a realm of
energy which offers nurturing and maturing to soul. In
higher dimensions wherein souls are formed and begin
their journeys-mother
and father are MERGED. There
are very definitely dual energy presentations as are
always present in God’s Electric Universe but not
presented as human manifestation in physical “sensing” form. All “senses” are centered within soul-but
in a third dimensional physical format-are
expressed
through the physical bodies. The “senses”, themselves,
are emotional “responses” to triggering energy pulses
along nerve routings, i.e., a paralyzed person “feels”
nothing below a severed spinal cord while his “thinking” and “emotional” status is untouched save by the
“emotional” impact of the event. However, for recognition and identification-you
as third dimensional
travelers are experiencing in a “sensing” state-while
responding

This is WHY, when
asked about homosexuality, I have to respond that I
have no input about the matter. Energy form recognizes not the individual human physical responses of
anything except the brotherhood of relationships. Energy form experiences “love” just as you do-with
“emotional”
response to another living being
and appreciation and reverence to all that lives and is
“created” _ We
“love” our “mates”
but not in a physical manner-we
further, express our
love in a most respectful and reverent manner.
My objection, if I would have one, is that mankind
has brought his most creative acts of gifted response of
“love” for another into the deathbeds of disease, excrement and USE. This results in abuse, sickness and pain
for both participants (or all participants as is the case
today). Therefore, I have no comment about the sexes
having great loving friendships for that is what love
means, a giving and sharing, protection and caring of
and with another. I object to the
in the
of, but certainly presenting as a lie, love when it
is beyond even the boundaries of lust. Lust is a “desire
for”-not
a nhvsical expression. You can lust after a

thing or being-but
the actual physical expression is
the physical follow-through of uncontrolled selfishness. This always results in NEGATIVE aspects of
emotional unbalance.
In the energy world of expression, I suppose, as
some immature energies express or “desire for expression”, they are in need of further physical experience in
order to grow into REALITY and out of the child’s
world of experiencing in the primary primitive aspects
of life. What man human does is his business, not mine.
However, from experience I KNOW that some of man’s
activities are not going to get him other than ultimate
pain, lack of peace and locked into a circle of one event
after another which brings only a response of HUMAN
PHYSICAL MALADJUSTMENTS. It is not the “love”,
it is the “physical behavior” which presents as the
problem.
I have no more “use” for misbehavior or
disrespect between heterosexual parties than for misbehavior and irresponsibility between any other combinations of entities.
Misbehavior is always a lack of
responsibility.
Does this mean, then, that “I” don’t
love these individuals who express in this manner? No,
it means I don’t like their behavior-there
is overwhelming difference. If your child wets his bed, deliberately, do you hate him or stop loving him? No? Well,
don’t you get totally aggravated at that child and
dislike his behavior7 You are, as a species, producing
mutants because of the activities and INTENT upon
your place-where
the physical acts are so carelessly
considered as to be worthy of abortions and amputations. You have reached a time of thoughtlessness as to
consider a deadly disease a RIGHT and a flag of some
type of sick honor. This indicates that when accepted
as social behavior and laws are made to enforce the
activities-you
are on your way out as a speciessimply because you will kill off your own races. Two
entities of the same “sex” cannot procreate.
Do not give me the old “some types of earthworms...” No, within a mono-organism is a DUALITY
OF SEXED PAIR. Procreation is present because of the
duality-not
because it is housed in the same house.
You can have artificial propagation but the facts are
that you HAVE TO HAVE MALE AND FEMALE
DUALITY OF PAIR(S).
In the sexual experiences of intercourse there is a
rush of energy which disallows the actual distinguishing of pleasure from pain; a burst of energy is neitherit just “is”. When society becomes fixated on the
physical energy exchanges of negative behavior-there
can only be a downgrading of SOCIETAL STRUCTURE, for morality is “anything” expressed and RESPECT and REVERENCE for the once beautiful things
are lost in probabilities of disease and DISEASE.
If
the only excitement of the day is the living on the brink
of wondering if you have AIDS or not, the multifaceted
wonder of life has no positive focus for creativity. I do
not consider movie-acting and money-making as creative events. These are both activities of an illusioned
world-not
the perfection of the state of REALITY. I
certainly DO NOT consider intercourse by any means
as a creative event in almost all ways man-physical
USES the act. I do not limit this abject observation to
only sexual intercourse. This word “intercourse” meaning inter-exchange is another one of your RUINED

HONOR TO THEM IN EVERY WAY THAT I AM. In
this manner of existence I have to make no petitions for
pardon or forgiveness-for
I attend the perfection of
themselves. Was I as an energy form always such as I
now AM? No-but again I remind you: it is what I AM
upon which I AM judged! “Perfection” is not one of the
“judging” criteria; intent is the only measure of meaning-and
actions are the expression of that intent.
Therefore, the positive force of LIFE is with me and I
do not have to be distracted by the individual negative
characteristics
of your most interesting choices.
I
know that which damages rather than advances and
enhances. Why would I ever be foolish enough to chose
such self-abusive actions or make such destructive
choices? I do not have to touch-to love, for, in loveI AM within wherein I cannot be closer!

In this locale there is a couple of my precious
friends who are given instructions to relocate and do so
immediately. Do I have comment? No. They claim that
Sananda and Hatonn gave them instructions so Dharma
is asked about the correctness of such a statement.
Why? I speak to Dharma; I speak to others. Why do
YOU question the possibility of my inter-change with
others’? Do I not speak with YOU? Or perhaps, you do
not HEAR? You have no way of “judging” another’s
contract, mission or danger. Wherein Dharma might
well be safe and secure and serving her purpose in one
point, another might well be needed elsewhere as
changes come and would not be “safe” in the same point
of reference. It behooves all to LISTEN, for guidance
will come in that manner-not
from a bull-horn on a
hilltop. There are myriads of people right now in the
changing of temporary or permanent locations, activities, insight-gathering
or simply being urged to go
experience elsewhere. I do not advocate ill-advised
meandering around here and there in the hopes that
something wondrous will drop on your noggins. LISTEN TO YOUR GUIDANCE. As you mature in KNOWING and HEARING, you will not be misguided and you
will notice that when the directions are correct, doors
will somehow open (or close) as a “SIGN” THAT YOU
ARE RIGHTLY FOCUSED. It does not help us or
you-or the “cause” of anything-if
ALL BE IN THE
SAME SPOT DOING THE SAME THING. I am grateful and extremely appreciative of our team members
who hear and see and KNOW and do not pretend to take
the role of another-simply
to be somehow one-up in
stature. Each is different, each job is different-even
though the purpose is the very same. We certainly do
NOT go about inferring or denying another’s ability to
see and hear and, hopefully, from the same teachersespecially and hopefully from the SAME teachers. You
would not be drawn together if you did not hear and
have the SAME TEACHERS.
Russ and Penny have my precious little Robyn and
they shall find great reward and service in response to
HEARING the messengers. Just because some of YOU
do not often see these persons-does
not mean that I do
not. They shall be offering great service and shall
receive great reward and security by their move. They
will be moving to Las Vegas where they are both safe
and needed. They did not know that and they anticipate
immediate changes, so their abrupt change may appear
quite unusual and even foolish to a lot of you. Forget
your “opinions’‘-there
is such massive stuff coming
down that you had all better start listening!
Las Vegas will be fairly secure (compared to other

places) because when the major dam goes, it will move
water DOWN-STREAM.
Vegas is a city which the
adversary will not want destroyed for it is known as
“Sin City”. You don’t have to be sinful to dwell there
and, through the security network the elite have built
for themselves, the people of God can function and live
nicely also-WITHIN
ALL LAWS OF GOD AND
LAND. I give my encouragement and blessings to the
willing persons. I remind all of you that when you
“wait upon the Lord” -He will show the way and when
you offer willing service in truth, not just mouthingthe opportunity will not only come-but will “overlap”
so that loss of security is not total. Just, however, to hop
around and demand that God will protect and bless you
with riches is foolish-for
that means that you are
depending on someone else to look after you-not God
or self.
Remember, team, that there needs to be “business”
here so that our presentations can be perfected. But, as
the corporate headquarters are “there”, it is only logical that the businesses, once established-be
operated
there.
We don’t need all the bother and problems
HERE in this VALLEY-for
most of living will be done
elsewhere. We need to establish “the model”, if you
will, and then hand it off to others in appropriate
locations.
Have we not had enough battering and
bashing here? As we move into ventures of physical
nature-the
focus must be in Nevada-separate
and
focused THERE. We are but the nucleus, and to be able
to change enough lives to rebuild or have remnant in
stability-we
have to spread the load and responsibility
and most importantly the “distribution”.
Our businesses are children of Nevada-they
need stability of
home in Nevada along with roots. There is nothing
special about California as such, nothing remarkable
about being in or from Texas or anywhere! Where YOU
are is where YOU must focus and be willing to change
if you wish growth and it becomes desirable to relocate.
I desire that all have security of and in placement but
when you “marry” to a given place or things-you
limit
your own growth. Be flexible and open-but do not be
a hop-scotch Bunny Rabbit that simply hops around for
the heck of moving about. IF YOU LISTEN TO GOD/
CREATOR YOU WILL NOT BE MISGUIDED-YOU
WILL BE IN EXACTLY THE RIGHT PLACE AT ALL
-TIMES. Refuse to see and hear-and you are going to
be in the wrong place at almost all times. The old quote
of, “I’ll do God’s work but, by God, I’m going to do it
MY way!” IS REMARKABLY STUPID. That may
make for a
joke but it is unwise as a method of
functioning.
Why? Because you will always find the
WRONG GOD-YOUR WAY! You will always find a
who will accommodate vour eno-focus.
The
TRUE strength and presence of a’man iito be secure in
God and then he can function beautifully in full ability
OF NOT BEING SWALLOWED UP BY THAT WHICH
ISPRESENTEDTOYOUONTHEPHYSICALPLATE.
You can eat from the silver plate without eating the
plate. We, however, must eat a bit of that silver platedo we not? Perhaps when we stop JUDGING another’s
choices and moves-we
shall find ourselves in better
balance of our own destiny. (77)
You may well wish to think that places like Nevada
in general, New Mexico and other States are not particularly “safe”--especially
after looking at maps by
Scallion and other “seers”. I don’t think that is a
particularly good resource for decision-making.
Go
with where the ENEMY has built his major underground facilities. You can live nicely with them if you
do not take up arms against them. They have placed
these facilities in security as far as they have been
informed through technical knowledge. Those tunnels,
etc., can become your safety shelter, also. You can get
along very nicely with aliens of the Cosmic kind and
they will respect your attachment to God. I would far
prefer to JUDGE location on WHERE THE ADVERSARY HAS BUILT HIS NEST.
Remember something: there is no point in owning
the world-if
there is no world! Further, there is no

loyalty or trust, in reality, among the liars and thieves.
They will sooner do-in one of their own as YOU. Why?
Because they can’t trust their OWN. I have no “enemies” for I command respect and am respected-far
more than the Kings within their systems -who are
totally disrespected and have no loyalty or integrity.
The major players with the most impact recognize that
I will always keep my word. They likewise know that
the ones who CLAIM to be on their team-WILL NOT.
Who would YOU rather work with? God’s true people
will be respected and attended-the
liars who simply
call themselves God’s people but who are not (which is
99%) will fall at the hands of their own false pipers.
What matter if there be but FEW of God’s TRUE
people? If you are among
number-it
is lOO%, is
it not? Further, why would ascension be of importance
to you in physical form by chanting and garbled instructions?
If you recognize the all-possible unlimited
God-you will ascend when it pleases you and the need
arises. Why focus otherwise? Our job is not centered
on ascending-it
is focused entirely on NOT ASCENDING at this time. Until you know the difference, you
aren’t ready for the professorship-for
you are still the
primary-grade student!
THE

NEXT
I

THING

Ah, the next thing I hear if one is guided elsewhere
and it ends up looking pretty good, is: but I have served
well; why did you not send me? That is exactly why! I
detest the envy of one for another. And if I choose
another-I
don’t like that type of response as if I
somehow must serve your needs instead of the better
way FOR GOD and our mission. Any of you who wish
to be in Las Vegas are most welcome to be there and, as
things are less focused here, there will be more opportunity there.
You can CHANGE a nation from
Tehachapi-YOU
CANNOT EASILY BUILD A NEW
ONE THERE. And always know that “your need or
want” is NOT MY COMMAND.
Why do I not suggest Carson City or northern
Nevada? Because we have had most unpleasant disadvantage there. That may well become a hub or focus
again, but why would we subject any of our people or
projects to that kind of heinous assault? This is not due
to “Nevada” -it is due to the corruption of George
Green and cohorts. It is simply a more “desirable”
topographical place to live and rear family in a community environment-but
community and environment is
that which you make it to
Certainly you must be even better prepared for
“survival” in Las Vegas than, say, in Tkhachapi, as

remote as that seems. When the dam goes, so goes the
electricity supply so please, as you establish selvesmake sure you have some backup resources to make it
through and MAKE IT HOME! There are, however,
myriads of massive back-up generators established in
Las Vegas and in Reno for such contingencies, and in
some ways it makes it more feasible to expect quick
recovery if systems go down-in the immediate emergency. The ADVERSARY will have thought of all
those little contingencies!
When we learn to USE the
enemies’ tactics without becoming the enemy-we have
double strength and protection. We must be as shrewd
as the fox and serpent-but as gentle and flexible as the
dove-REMEMBER?
Dharma, I think this enough for today. We must
keep the papers small to meet our financial problemsbut you also need a bit of respite and ability to sit and
consider response to this latest stupid barrage of legal
documents just received. I believe you are beginning to
“think”, chela-go
with their accusations and quit
“fighting” and “defending”.
The opponent cannot
degrade you-only
himself, and Mr. Horn is perhaps
setting himself up for his own demise within his own
“unprofession”.
You can never be dishonorable because a George Green or a Steven Horn says you are
dishonorable while projecting THEIR OWN mode of
conduct. They only end up presenting their own lack of
integrity, morality and lack of honor.
There is not one accusation made on the basis of
anything except to emotionally cause you to struggle
with possibilities. No-good business is GOOD BUSINESS and to say that you tried to rip off a SAVINGS
AND LOAN which is birthed and nurtured in total
corruption is but a fling of dung to distract. I would not
have you in leadership of my assets and management
teaching IF YOU DID NOT MANAGE WITHIN THE
SYSTEM TO THE VERY BEST OF MORAL, LEGAL
AND SHELTERING INTENT. FORGET THE BADGERING, FOR REMEMBER-THERE
LEAD THE SUCKER INTO
THAT TRAP AND THEN SPRING THE DOOR SHUT
ON HIM. YOU CAN USE A “HAVE-A-HEART”
TRAP IF YOU LIKE BUT DO NOT TURN THE
VARMINT LOOSE AGAIN ON THINE BROTHER. I
BELIEVE, E.J., THAT IT IS TIME FOR YOU TO
HAVE A MAN-TO-MAN TALK WITH MR. SPENCE
FOR, BY THE WAY, THIS BLAST IS GOING TO
PREVENT YOU GOING FURTHER WITHTHIS CASE.
THERE MUST
Thank you for your service and allow us to accept
and anticipate the changes coming, in joy, for we must
always move into the “better”-not
consider backsliding, -Salu.
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“This journal which comes in ‘fantasy’ format is,
in fact,
everv measure...
“It was decided that we would first bring forth an
‘acceptable’ story line that would bear a particular
message to the ones awaiting instructions and the
knowledge that the time offinal instructions and ‘countdown’ is at hand...”
-HATONN
This journal is about the adventures of three people
and their encounters with Native Americans of the
Sipapu and their Space Brothers.
It describes their
amazing experiences after showing up at the Nevada
nuclear bomb test site for a protest.
You will also find revelations large and small, from
the ancient past and the future.
“. This was THE first work by “dharma”, thought
to be a Fantasy but now appreciated as the beginning of
an en-Light-ening
Reality Journey. With help from
Little Crow of the Lakota, Dharma’s public mission of
translation for Higher Teachers begins here, as a sensitive love story of the Purification Times, which brings
together a mystical “ancient” group from the “past”, a
Pleiadian space expedition from the “future”, and some
awakening volunteers from Earth’s “present”.
Sipapu Odyssey is in the early stages of being made
into a motion picture utilizing the Pleiadian advanced
technology of Futuronics.

(Dharma)

“Who is Ashtar? I suppose great volumes of ‘stuff
have been written about Ashtar, the entity.
I will
endeavor to identify myself so that flourishes are not
added by cherished ones. I have been called a ‘Christian Commander from Venus’, a ‘Supreme Director in
charge of all of the spiritual Program’ for your planet.
“I am honored, but I believe it would be more
suitable to state that I am a dominant commander from
the Etheric realms. Here, I always confront trouble, for
your words do
not actually
define my position. I shall
attempt
at
simple explanation.
“I
have
been around
for a very, very
long time. Un* * *
der the sponsorship (I suppose is a good
enough word)
of
Lord
Michael
and
the Great Central Sun government
of
this, your galaxy. I suppose
I rank overall
second in command.
I am
not
a
discarnate en-

human embodiment upon planet Earth. Many have inferred such; it is
not true. I have been far too involved with affairs of the
Universe to prattle around in human format on Earth.
I serve at a very high involvement as a member of the
councils scattered throughout this Universal Sector,
serving in an advisory capacity at strategic levels of
intergalactic affairs. I share responsibility with Esu
Immanuel (Jesus) Sananda for the airborne divisions of
-ASHTAR
the Brotherhood of Light.”
Some important topics covered are: EARTH = BOT1 TOM OF LADDER. Space people and Spirit people~ Contact since late 1940s-How dark brothers workReincarnation
begins-The
Martian influenceNuclear war could damage fabric of space--CHRIST’s
TEACHINGS SHOWED THE WAY. Signs: Time is
here. No dead martyrs.

“You and I know that millions have
died for freedom, And we appreciate
beyond all human understanding the efforts and lives they gave so we could
enjoy a certain measure of freedom. We
will carry on now to regain those freedoms stealthily stolen from us by those
who were supposed to watch out for our
interests. Instead they have looked after
their own selfish interests ahead of the
common man. Way ahead. Let us now
take up the pen, which is mightier than
the sword, in the singular struggle to
regain our constitutional rights.
“Let this be your clarion call if you
have not heard one yet. This is it. Take
effective action now in your own sphere
of influence and keep at it. The battle of
words and wits has only begun. With
God the Creation backing those who
struggle for freedom there is only one
outcome: Victory! Take action now.
“Your inner self will urge you what
to do. Do it as long as it follows God’s
rules. Of course, you all (readers) are

eluded are: St. Germain and our 4th of
July (Independence Day)-J#‘Where
dam gone?-Pan
Am flight 103 and its links to
the CIA, the Syrian-Lebanon hostages and the
Clinton connection, etc.-Details
of the Monarch
Mind-Control Programming-Bo
Gritz connectiondon’t like my religion??-Continuation
of
from Ronn Jackson-Militias
nection-Linda
Thompson on armed militia and
insurrection-U.N.
Committee and sodomyGlue bombs. eve nouners-Map
of U.N.
The time to get informed is NOW! Though
most will remain blissfully unaware.

The times in which we live in do not afford us the
opportunity to keep life simple enough that health can
be taken for granted by just ingesting food and water.
The game rules have been changed by bureaucrats
(directed by crooks higher up the ladder) who dictate
questionable farming practices which, when added to
the already choking pollutions of our atmosphere and
water, ends up depleting the soil, the food supply, plus
the air & water we breath of many of the essential
nutrients that would otherwise allow our bodies to
function optimally.
Aside from a core of products that New Gaia carries
which will be discussed further on in this article, two
brand new products are being offered that are extremely
important to present first. They are GaiaCol and
OxySoI. GaiaCol is a combination of Colloidal Silver,
Trace Colloidal Gold and Trace Crystalline Drias.
This combination of ingredients has produced a product that is so high-frequency and potent that it could
quite possibly be the solution to our ongoing fight
against the new antibiotic-resistant
diseases that we
face today. Colloidal Silver was used extensively and
very successfully against bacteria, virus, fungi and the
like before the advent of the first antibiotic, penicillin;
and the uses for Colloidal Gold at that time were just
beginning to present themselves. Once the chemical
companies began manufacturing the myriad of antibiotics, silver and gold were no longer looked to for
treatment. Interestingly, the antibiotics that they were
producing had no effect on the more resistant viruses,
fungi and parasites yet this did not stop the medical
community from prescribing these drugs regardless of
the type of infection. Now we face a new generation of
bacteria that are completely resistant to any antibiotics
merely due to antibiotic overprescribing and resultant
survival of the fittest bacteria.
Research has demonstrated that Colloidal Silver is
non-toxic to humans and allows no known diseasecausing organism to live in its presence.
With the
addition of Trace Colloidal Gold and Trace Crystalline
Drias, the frequency of GaiaCol is remarkably enhanced to allow these newer, more powerful viruses and
bacteria to be eliminated.
is gentle enough to
use topically on just about any skin, hair, or mouth
condition without fear of toxicity and is outstanding for
burns. For internal use it is recommended to maintain
with 3-4 drops, 3-4 times per day under the tongue and
if an infection is present, start with 1 teaspoon the first
day and then lo-12 drops, 3-4 times per day under the
tongue until the infection clears. Important: Due to the
powerful nature of this product, friendly bacteria can be
so it is advisable to replace the natural
intestional
flora with some type of acidophilusl
lactobacilus supplement daily or, at the leaset, when
symptons are noted (symptoms may include cramps,
bloating, diarrhea/constipation
and a general feeling of
malaise).
Please note that this product is said to be perfectly

safe for children and pets and can be taken with other
medications without incident. Colloidal Silver is not
addictive and the body does not build up a tolerance to
it. For your information only, Colloidal Siver has been
used effectively on the following: acne, conjunctivitis,
allergies, rheumatoid arthritis, bladder inflammation,
venereal diseases, eczema, appendicitis, boils, cancer,
candida, otitis media, prostate problems, whooping
cough, ulcers, plus many, many others. GaiaCol can
also be used to wet wound dressings and bandages and
help heal
scratches, abrasions, fever blisters, etc.
There is a myriad of uses for this product which makes
GaiaCol, in my opinion, one of the most exciting and
valuable products on the market today.
OxySol contains Colloidal Silver and Trace Colloidal
Gold but has Hydrogen Peroxide (food grade) and other
trace minerals to add a new dimension to the effects.
Organisms that have plagued us for centuries may be
destroyed using this product but the new, more resistant strains will require the higher frequency GaiaCol.
When added to water, the OxySol will help to purify,
which makes this ideal for taking to restaurants or for
travel. When taken with GaiaCol you get a two-fold
effect of combating foreign invaders and providing a
greater oxygen content for the health of the cells from
the Hydrogen Peroxide. OxySol is wonderful topically
as well, but is not advised for burns (use GaiaCol for
burns). The trace minerals found in
are vital
to our health because the nutrients that were once taken
for granted in our vegetables and fruits have been
systematically farmed out of our soil. These trace
minerals need to be replaced, otherwise our bodies
continue to
open season for aggressive bugs. Another use for
is to rid the oral cavity of harmful
bacteria by brushing your teeth with 4 drops
on
your toothbrush or use as a mouthwash or gargle. The
recommended amount to take daily for system clearing
is 6-10 drops, 3 times a
on an empty stomach. If
taken with
reduce both daily requirements in
half. If you are adding
to your water, just add
1-2 drops in each glass of water. Both
and
are very powerful additions to our pursuit of
health.
Without these “food”-based essential nutrients our
immune systems and body physiologies are sitting ducks
for any attack-from
chemical and biological “warfare” practices, to increased nuclear radiation pollution, as well as from other high-energy photon bombardment as this planet prepares itself for the upcoming changes.
It is up to every individual to take personal responsibility for their health and prioritize the needs their
bodies may have at this time as well as pay special
attention to the needs of their children.
I hope to
describe here some good products available to you so
that your search for a basic, complete arsenal against
disease can come to an end.
New Gaia has presented many products to the
public that you can pick or choose for individual needs.
But there is a core of products, which should be taken

regularly, that is felt to be essential to health and well
being. These products are: Gaiandriana,
AquaGaia,
Gaialyte,
Kombucha
Tea, Kombucha
Vinegar,
CarbraGaia, GaiaCleanse Program, Chlorella, Spelt,
and 3-In-l. Each ofthese provides a service to the body
that is a necessary assistant to the other. We will
discuss each one individually to provide you with the
information you need to understand why these items are
necessary.
The physiology of the body is basically governed by
the actions and programming found within the cell.
The cells make up the tissues of the body, the tissues
make up the organs such as the heart or liver which, in
turn, make up the organ systems that work in harmony
with each other to keep the entire body functioning. If
the cell structure has been altered or is malfunctioning
(for whatever reason), every organ system is affected.
To what degree they are affected depends on the offending substance that has caused the cell’s breakdown or
the length of time that cell has been subjected to abuse.
Gaiandriana
is a product that is said to .help
correct the faulty programming that has occurred at the
cell level by correcting into perfection the cell’s DNA/
RNA blueprint, Viruses, unlike bacteria, have the ability to fuse with the DNA strand within the cell, creating
a mutation to that cell. By perfecting the DNA/RNA
blueprint, the cell may be returned to a level of vitality
which allows it to fight off an incoming virus and
maintain the homeostasis within the cell and, in turn,
within the organ systems,
This is essential for the immune organ system,
because without healthy cells that can light off offenders like free radicals, viruses, and cumulative levels of
radiation, the immune system is overtaxed to the point
of exhaustion-eventually
leading to dis-ease.
Another benefit from consuming
is its ability and nature to thrive on the invisible, higher photon
frequencies
which are bombarding
us daily.
is
to speed up the frequency levels of
the cells to more nearly match the energies pouring in
and assaulting the body. This, in turn, can offer a twofold benefit: One benefit is the ability of the cell to
withstand and actually adapt to these otherwise damaging energies; the other benefit is to help protect ourselves from mind manipulation through pulse beams
that are irradiating mankind relentlessly.
Originally
the dose was 10 drops, 3 times per day, under the
tongue. However, with the growing number of “manufactured” epidemics and other stepped-up plans for our
demise
the Elite, perhaps more is better. One ounce
or more per day may produce faster and more effective
results.
was introduced to benefit the mitochondria system that lies within the cell. The mitochondria
is the energy producer of the cell and is essential to
convert the food we eat into usable cell fuel and to
produce enzymes that are absolutely necessary for surviva1 of the body system.
Aquagaia is also said to feed on vessel plaques
adhering to blood vessel linings. Most all of us, by the
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age of twenty, have plaques developing on the arterial parasites found within the body. Very few people was even superior to the Pine Bark in that it contains a
walls due to the American diet that is filled with realize the kinds and types of diseases that these para- higher level and higher potency of OPCs (Oligomeric
saturated fats, high protein, white flour products, and sites can contribute to, such as Cancer, AIDS, Hepati- proanthocyanidins) which are the active ingredient for
limited consumption of fresh fruits and vegetables.
tis, Hodgkin’s Disease, Diabetes, just to name a few. free-radical scavenging.
These OPCs found in the
This product provides added fuel to any compromised
There have been reports that people have been able to Grape Seed Extract are known for their instant
system to assist in strengthening the immune system, as turn their conditions around by utilizing a program bioavailability to seek out nasty free radicals and prowell as cleaning out blood vessels and enhancing the such as the
to eliminate the duce rapid counter-effect results. While no claims are
pliability of the vessel walls throughout the body. Both myriads of parasites, such as flukes, keeping house in here being made for the healing qualities of any prodand
work in harmony to their internal organs.
uct, the OPCs found in Grape Seed Extract have been
strengthen and eliminate mutations of all cells by
beauty of this program is that 14 days every 3 identified with: Anti-aging protection, improved viworking together within the cell structure itself.
is all that is required to insure abody that is free sion, decrease in wrinkles, resistance to mental deteThe GalaCleanse line includes rioration, reduced risk of heart disease, reduced risk of
Another product that you will find essential in your of most parasites.
daily regime is
This is a fully integrated
tinctures that can be mixed in any one of the above stroke, enhanced immune system, faster healing, subelectrolyte
liquid that is brought forth from the beverages or in juice.
There is also an intestinal dued PMS, and reduced inflammation of arthritis.
The combination of tea and juice, cleanse that comes in the kit to ensure proper eliminaThe other substances found in
are Ester-C
vitamins, minerals, Gingko Biloba, Echinacea,
tion and cleansing during the two weeks. These steps and Aloe Vera. Ester-C is found to get into the blood
oxygenators, Aloe Vera and
are a to health are important if one is to realize optimum stream faster and in larger amounts than other forms of
powerful combination that helps boost energy levels as health within the cellular structure and organ tissues of vitamin C and wastes only a fraction of what other
well as provides electrolyte balance within the body to the body.
vitamin C products lose through elimination. It is also
help enhance the performance of the
is a single-celled, fresh-water algae which found to penetrate white blood cells more efficiently,
within the cells. Electrolytes are substances which is a nutritionally balanced whole food that is extremely which is necessary for their metabolism. There is also
and contains more than 20 a reduction, if not an elimination, of the side effects
dissociate into ions in solution and thus become ca- high in
pable of conducting electricity. The balance of these essential vitamins and minerals, 19 of the 22 essential from the acidity of regular Vitamin C because Ester C
electrolytes in the body will aid in the protection from and non-essential amino acids, enzymes, plus
has a neutral pH. Each capsule also contains 150 mgs.
the various high-frequency energies
growth factor. The combination of these factors of Aloe Vera which is the equivalent of one-and-onesubjected to as well as enhance the effectiveness of all results in a product that has been found to be excellent half ounces of natural Aloe Vera juice. Excerpted from
the other products you are consuming for your health. in the healing of wounds, injuries and ulcers, immune an article by John C. Pittman, M.D., we read:
Another beverage that should be taken in a dose of strengthening, age retardation, protection against ra- “Acemannan, a mucopolysaccharide,
is a long-chain
diation, normalizing digestion and bowel function, and sugar which is found as an active ingredient in Cold
approximately 8 ounces per day is the “Tea
Enough can not be said about this protection against toxic pollutants, to name but a few of Processed Whole Leaf Aloe. It interjects itself into all
fermented drink from the mushroom fungus found long the benefits.
cell membranes. This causes an increase in the fluidity
ago by a prominent Japanese woman in a town called
is a rich source of chlorophyll, which is and permeability of the membrane, allowing toxins to
Kargasok, Russia. What she found amongst these vil- extremely effective in controlling body odor both inter- flow out of the cell more easily and nutrients to enter
lagers astounded her. The women were virtually with- nally and externally. The suggested daily consumption
the cell. The net result may improve cellular metaboout wrinkles or other signs of aging and the overall is 3 grams per day, but dosages should be adjusted to lism throughout the body, resulting in a boost of energy
population was comprised of unusually healthy people. your individual
needs. Many times the alkaline production.”
These three powerful ingredients are found in one
She was told that these people drank 8 ounces of reserves in the body are so depleted that
in
product called
It is a potent product that should
Kombucha
daily. She brought the mushroom larger doses. is warranted.
be utilized by anyone suffering from a chronic condifungus back to Japan and, today, over a million Japa” Moreover, because of its superb food value,
nese people drink the fermented tea daily. With the rella is an important addition to anyone’s emergency tion or for those wishing to maximize the functioning
of their immune system on a day-to-day basis.
high content of special proteins and enzymes, this tea food storage stash.
All the above products discussed:
is said to reduce cholesterol, restore hair growth,
As part of an ongoing nutritious diet, the grain of
strengthen eyesight, help insomnia, aid in weight re(Triticum Spelta) should be added to every diet in
duction, help with allergies, bronchitis, asthma and a replacement of the standard wheat grain. Spelt
can be the
myriad of other debilitating conditions including the superior to wheat in that it contains more protein, crude GaiaCleanse,
prevention of certain cancers.
*
fiber, and fats than wheat. It also contains special keys to a healthier and more vibrant life by reinvigoratWhile these are claims from people who have used carbohydrates (Mucopolysaccharides) which help stimu- ing the immune system, increasing the metabolic activity of the cells, providing more complete nourishment
or researched the product, it would simply be prudent to late the all-important immune system.
regard
as a must to add to your daily
Many people who are allergic to wheat find
to to allow the organ systems to function in harmony with
What is most exciting is the one another, and to increase our bodies’ overall frehealth regime. Many people make their own tea with be easily digestible.
the mushroom that is available through New Gaia delicious nutty flavor that
offers to any baking quency levels to withstand the onslaught of various
Products, but for those of us with limited time, the needs. Another advantage of
amount high-frequency energies that are thrown our way. These
ready-made tea in the l-liter and 2-liter bottles is both of vitamin B-17 found in the grain (also known as products work synergistically together to maximize the
delicious and convenient. Try mixing the tea with the Laetrile) which has a reputation for retarding cancer- effects of each product.
Of course, right thinking, right exercise, and right
your favorite juice, or just drink it straight. ous cell growth and aiding in the healing of other
There is a
that
serious illnesses.
also has an exceptionally thick eating are absolutely necessary to add to any health
oped which offers similar properties to unpasteurized
husk around the center grain, which protects it from all regime, but the benefits and gifts found within these
apple cider vinegar, which has been used for centuries kinds of pollutants and insects far better than happens various products are priceless to our well being in this
to care for all types of ailments. This product packs a with other grains. The
grain can be ground up high-stress world.
punch when fighting off the common cold and is great into flour and used in any recipe where flour is reas a digestive aid. Many are using this product in their quired. New Gaia offers the whole
grain bread
salad dressings or other recipes to enhance the nutri- mixes, or the grain itself to be ground into flour, or the
tion that their families receive.
While
flour already milled for your convenience. This simple
is not recommended for canning or preserv- addition to your family’s diet can provide a wealth of
ing, it certainly is recommended for general consump- extra nutrition for your loved ones as well as a great
tion.
taste experience.
is the membrane that is found in the
The last product I wish to discuss is a newer
mushroom fungus of the Kombucha Tea bathed in a product of which you may not be fully aware. Many of
nurturing amniotic-like fluid of
to aid you have heard of the latest craze using a product called
the body in repair of connective tissue. This product “Pycnogenols”. Pycnogenol comes from the bark of the
was designed to replace the need for Shark Cartilage pine tree and is said to have remarkable anti-oxidant
supplement, which has been well researched and docu- properties that are aiding in the relief of a number of
mented in recent years and which is said to program the chronic conditions. The 3-In-1 product offered by New
body to never develop cancer tumors. By mixing one Gaia has been found to be superior to Pycnogenol. The
teaspoon in to any of the above mentioned drinks, you research that has been conducted on the elements found
add one more weapon to your arsenal in the quest to in Pine Bark were primarily conducted on Grape Seed
build the immune system to its optimum healthy state. Extract because this, too, had the components that
A 14-day program called
offered the superior anti-oxidant protection.
developed that assists in the elimination of the nasty
What was discovered is that the Grape Seed Extract
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